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BY THE C.P.U.S.A. TO DEFEAT THE POLICE STATE MUNDT BILL*
Fnrrow-Arr,mRrcANs:

BEWARE OF THE WAR DANGER! STOP, LOOK,
AND LISTEN!
bq William Z. Foster

How many times have you said, "He's got a right to his opinion-it's a
free country, isn't itl"
Overnight, a free country can become a police state. The "little" steps by
which a people is robbed of its freedom carry a nation to the brink of the
precipice. Then comes the last &zg ste5the step into fascism.
Today our country is being pushed to that last big step. The bipartisan
Flouse lJn-American Committee has called on Congress to set up the police

MURDER, INC., IN GREECE
bq Olioe Sutton

THE CRIME OF EL FANGUITO, AN OPEN LETTER
TC PI{ESIDENT TRUMAN ON PUERTO RICO

.03

by Wi,lliam Z. Fostet

THE THIRD PARTY AND THE 1948 ELECTIONS,
bq Eugene Dennis

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE'S 23 QUESTiONS
AEOUT THB COMMUNIST PAITTY ANSWERED

the Flouse next week.
.15

bg William Z. Foster
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state blueprinted by Wall Street. The Mundt bill, H.R. 5852, is the signal
that the most extreme forces of reaction are stepping up monopoly's drive
toward World War III by making a desperate bid for fascist power.
Our people hate war and fascism. When they realize what this bill
means, they will rise in their wrath to defeat it. But they must grasp its
meaning and act quickly-for the forces of fascism and war are out to blitz
this measure through Congress. Arrogantly, they threaten to rush it through

832 Bnoqdwoy, New York CitY

3

This bill strikes at the living. standards and democratic rights of all
Americans- on the pretext of "saving" them from the Communists. This is
a bill so evil that no differences of opinion on any other issue can divide
those who agree that the Bill of Rights must be saved.
The so-called "subversive Activities Control Act of 1948" is as arrogantly
scornful of the Constitution as the Committee that spawned it. It would
nullify the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of speech, thought,
and association. It would flagrantly violate the Fifth and Eighth Amendments. It is a bill of attainder, singling out special groups and individuals
for punishment.
This bill would suspend the right of habeas corpus, and set up concentration camps for the foreign-born. Citizenship would no longer be the inalienable right of the American-born. You could be robbed of your citizenship
at the whim of a bigoted offcial who held you guilty of "crime" under
this monstrous bill.
The Mundt bill would put Hitler's Big Lie on the statute books. It
would jail Communist Par.ty leaders, and any progressive described as a
Communist. It would make it a crime to advocate socialism, or, for that
matter, any social progress. Although the Communist Party is an American
working-class party, and Americans have been studying and teaching the
scibnce of. Marxism for a hundred years-this bill would decree that Com*

Released

to the press, April 30, 1948.
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munism shall be held a "criminal conspiracy" and all advocacy of its imforbidden.
lie, the Mundt bill would outlaw the Com-

that the Communist Party "register" and
dual members to the F.B.I. Every Progres-

AMERICAN I-AB(IR
FACES MAY DAY
AN
Cr,ass-cowscrous

EDITORIAL

Anmnrcar workers

always feel a special pride when they

join with the workers of the world
in May Day actions. For May Day,
the day of working-class international solidarity, had its origin in our
country; it was born out of the great
class battles here for the eighrhour
day in the r8So's.
This year we shall be filled with
the same pride. But we shall also be
conscious of the grave responsibility

ourselves-about the Marshall Plan, or the two-party system, or America's
future-we must act together now, or tomorrow we shall no longer be free
to express our disagreements.
T'hir is the ho"ur for anti-fascist

unity-for the united action of

labor

Wrr,r.ralt Z. Fosrrn, Chairman

Eucrwt DrwNrs, General Sectetaty

the facts and, above all, determine
what must be done to ward it ofI.
The workers of the whole world
are anxiously waiting to see how the
American working class will meet
this situation. As never before, they
will have their eyes fixed upon us
as they march in their giant May
Day demonstrations; for they will
remember that it was we who gave
May Day to the world, and will
watch for a sign as to what role rve
will play in this crucial hour.

GROWING RESISTANCE
TO REACTION

The situation in the United States
is not a simple one, and should not
be viewed one-sidedly. While the
camp of imperialist reaction is feverthat the national and international ishly preparing for war, underminsituation has thrust upon us. It is ing the living standards of the peoa responsibility to our class, to our ple, and assaulting civil liberties, the
country, and to the peoples of the camp of peace, genuine democracy,
world. It arises from the fact that on and social advance is also gathering
this May Day, only the third after its forces.
the war's end, the threat of a new
A historic advance is being made
world war has arisen, this time from by the American people under
the imperialist camp in our own labor's leadership. A broad people's
country, from the men of Wall coalition for peace and progress is
Street. Furtherrnore, these same taking shape. It is already expressing
forces, which are driving for a new itself in the breakaway from the two
world war, are also driving to estab- major parties dominated by Wall
lish an American brand of fascism in Street and in the organization of a
the United States.
new people's party. It has enlisted
Thus, the American working peo the support of many ourstanding
ple, less than three years after V-f fighters for peace, among them the
Day, are again confronted with the standard bearer of the new party in
danger of war and fascism. It would the 1948 elections, Henry A. Wallace.
be fatal to minimize this danger or
Despite the shackles of the infaclose our eyes to it. We must face mous Taft-Hartley Law, the workz8g

3go
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ers, through their trade unions, are
striking to defend their living standards. Already the strike movement
has embraced the miners, veterans
of many struggles; the printers,
so-called aristocrats of labor; the
miiitant C.I.O. Negro and white
packinghouse workersl and the
white-collar workers in that holy of
holies of capitalism, the Wall Street

in their daily
in their deCongressall
termination to defeat

expressing this resolve

economiJ sftuggles and

men and Senators who voted
slave-labor law.

for the

The Negro people are showing
marked clarity and initiative in their

Stock Exchange. These struggles are
but a prelude to others ahead; for

of the Negro people, both in the
the railroad, maritime, steel, auto, South and in the North, which is
and electrical workers are pressing basically responsible for the "revolt"
their demands for wage increases. of the white-supremacy Democrats
The mass of the people, desiring against President Truman.
More and more, resistance is develpeace, are still confused as to the
causes of the present situation and oping to the police state measures
the best way to meet it. But already of tti" Truman Administration and
millions are expressing themselves the G.O.P.-controlled Congress which
by their opposition to militarization are constantly undermining the Bill
and to the concrete aspects of the of Rights. The President's "loyalty
Truman Doctrine and the Marshall oath" for government emPloYees,
Plan, such as intervention in Greece, which is also becoming the Pattern
collaboration with Franco-Spain, our for private industry, has alarmed all
policy in China, and the betrayal o[ true democrats. The frame-uP and
Palestine. Despite the vicious anti- jailing of Communist and non-ComCommunist, anti-Soviet hysteria pro- munist progressives through the
moted by imperialism, millions are efiorts of the infamous Thomasdistressed by the efiorts of the Ad- Rankin Committee and the DePartministration to rebuild a reactionary ment of Justice, the attempts to bring
Germany and are demanding some about a de lacto outlawing of the
action to call a halt to the drift tp Communist Party, are being increaszrnother world war, such as a meeting of representatives of the U.S. and

the U.S.S.R.

The trade unions, the progressiveled unions as well as the rank and
file of the Right-wing dominated
unions, are determined to put an end
to the Taft-Hartley Law. TheY are

ingly recognized by all genuine progressives as a long step toward fascism. The support given to the five
hunger strikers at Ellis Island has
halted, at least for the moment, the
attempt of the Truman Administration to establish the first peace-time
concentration camp in the U.S.A.

While the developing people's
alition

as yet embraces

co-

only a minor-

ity of the population, its

continued

growth demonstrates the rising resistance to the program of the imperialist camp and its twin political
parties. The progressive camp can
defeat this program. The outcome
depends in the first place on the
clarity and activity of the advanced
sections of the working class and the
leadership that the Communist
Party gives to the people's struggles.
THE, STRUGGLE AGAINST

IN THE

OPPORTUNISM

LABOR MOVEMENT
The American working class, with
some sixteen millions in the trade

unions,

is better organized today

than ever before. How is it then that
it has not yet expressed greater oppo-

workers

DAY
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for their vital

needs. But

it

immediate ,
cannot be accomplished

without the Marxist-Leninist education of the toiling masses, withour
enlightening the workers as to the
meaning of their struggles at every
stage.

The class struggle is a reality in
the United States, as in every capitalist country. The present leaders
of the American Federation of
Labor, for example, may deny the
existence of classes and, hence, the
class struggle in our country. Yet as
far back as rBBr, the founding co'nvention of the A. F. of L. wrote into
the preamble of its constitution:
Whereas, A struggle is going on in
the nations of the civilized world between the oppressors and the oppressed
of all countries, a struggle between cap-

which must grow in
sition to the program of Wall ital and labor,year
year and work

Street? This cannot be explained by
objective conditions alone. It is because the working class still follows
the leadership of those who deny the

class struggle both in words and
deeds and who promote imperialist

chauvinism instead

internationalism.

of

To

class consciousness

working-class
develop the

of the working

to promote working-class internationalism-in a word, to bring
Marxist understanding to the workers-is therefore a key task of the
Communists today. Naturally, this
is not simply a question of propaganda; for so key a task can be
carried out only by developing to
the maximum the struggle of the
class,

intensity from

to

disastrous results to the toiling millions

nations if not combined for
mutual protection and benefit. This

of all

history of the wage-workers of all coun-

tries is but the history
struggle.

..

of

constant

.

In these words of the founding
convention of the A. F. of L. full
recognition was made of the class
struggle

in the United

States,

of thc

international character of this struggle, and, hence, of working-class
internationalism.

The language used in this preamble was undoubtedly based on the
Communist Manifesto, written by
the founders of scientifi.c Socialism,
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Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
and published just one hundred
years ago. This May DaY therefore
ioincides with the centennial of the

birth of Marxism, which is

being

marked throughout the world.
It was not accidental that the A. F.
of L. leadership never carried its

class struggle preamble into life.
With the rise of monoPolY caPitalism in the United States and on a
world scale toward the end of the
last century, a labor aristocracy developed in all the advanced capitalist
couritries, which was bribed out of
the super-profits imPerialism extracted from the super-exploitation
of the peoples in the less developed
trands. This labor aristocracy was and
remains the base of opPortunism in
the labor movement. In the United
States, obf ective conditions were
such that a mass workers' PartY independent of the capitalist Parties
did not develop even Prior to the
rise of imperialism. Opportunism in
the labor hov.ment expressed itseif
here in a policy of keePing the
workers chained to the caPitalist
pArties. On the other hand, in those
iountries where mass workers' parties did develop

by the policies
outstanding exc

the Bolshevik
Party in the United States, while
never a mass party in the sense of
the European Socialist Parties, was
also corrupted by opPortunism. It
was only after the First World War
that a Communist Party, basing it-

self oo Marxism-Leninism,

came

ship,

c.I.o.

Green

the Republican and Democratic parties, but they even refused to organ-

ize the millions of un3killed and
semi-skilled workers in the basic industries. In fact, they developed the
false theory that these millions were

"unorganizable." Only the Leftwing forces in the Socialist PartY
and in the trade union movemcnt
fought for industrial unionism and
the organization of the unorganized.
Outstanding among these forces was
the Cha,irman of our Party, William

Z. Foster.
The Communist Party, newly organized in r9r9 out of the best elements in the Socialist and trade
union movement, almost immedi-

d
ganize
Foster,

ately

T.U.E.L., contributed much to the
to organize the
unorganized by those unions which
formed the nucleus of the present
successful campaign

into b
Not

or'

rade
rade
Union Educational League, was
able, despite the A. F. of L. leader-

ship, to rally great support in the
early 'twenties for his campaign

within the A. F. of L. for the organization of the unorganized and the
amalgamation of the craft unions to
facilitate this organization; for a
labor party; and for recognition of
the Soviet lJnion, which was realized only after the election of
Roosevelt.

The small Communist Party and

the Trade Union Unity League,
which was formed out of the

Those A. F. of L. leaders who
undertook to organize the unorgan-

ized in opposition to the dominant
leadership of the A. F. of L., did so
for a number of reasons. In the 6rst
place, they found that their own
unions were in danger unless other
workers were organized. They were
partlv influenced by the rise of fascism in Germany and the destruction of the trade unions there. But
they were also influenced by the fact
that the workers, as a result of the
experience of the crisis and mass
unemployment, were turning away
from the bankrupt A. F. of L. policies and were more and more coming under the leadership of the Communist Party and the Left-wing
forces in the trade unions.
LESSONS OF PAST ERRORS

That this Leftward movement of
the workers did not develop to a
greater degree after the C.I.O. was
formed, was due, among other
things, to the fact that the Communists did not, along with their great
efforts to organize the workers, develop on a more extensive scale the
education of the workers along
Marxist lines, and neglected in many
instances to build the Communist
Party. In too many cases rhey also
allowed the oldline leaders to take
over the entire control of the newly-

393

organized workers and to set up
their dictatorial rule over them with-

out challenge. This remissness profrom the false theory that to
fight for trade union democracy
would endanger the relations of the
Left with the oldJine leaders. It was
this form of opportunism that even
then laid the basis for the later
Browder revisionism which had its
climax in the liquidation of the
Communist Party into the so-called
ceeded

Communist Political Association.
Similar mistakes were made with
regard to the development of inde-

pendent political action by labor.
The Communist Party, except for
some temporary lapses, understood
the need for, and worked to create
a Labor or Farmer-Labor Party,
with the trade unions as the base.
(A party of that type would, of
course, not be a party of socialism,
such as only the Communist Party

ir.) After the experiences of
'twenties

it

the
became clear that a pre-

condition for the formation of such
a party was the organization of the

millions of unorganized.
But with the organization of the
unorganized and the growth of the
trade unions, the Roosevelt policy of
concessions and reforms tended to
set back the development of labor's
independent political acrion. Such
organizations for political acrion as
did arise, first Labor's Non-Partisan
League and later the C.I.O.-P.A.C.,
were essentially organizations linked
and confined to support of the Democratic Party and Roosevelt. It was
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correct to suPport every progresslve

by Roosevelt in response to the demands and struggles
of the masses. The mistake was that

measure taken

therd was insufficient imphasis on
the need to develop an independent
working-class policy and to work
toward the formation of a Labor or
Farmer-Labor Party. Here, too, the
germ of Browder revisionism, which
accepted the two-party system as relatively permanent, was already present. For this error meant giving up
in practice the policy of class struggle, as was later fully confirmed by
Browder's invention of a non-existent
role for American
imperialism.

"progressive"

Only after the Emergency Convention h ry45 which broke with
Browder revisionism did the Party
return to a Marxist-Leninist policy.
Since then, despite some mistakes
and hesitations, our Party has made
great contributions to the strengthening of the militant forces in the
trade unions and has helped to create
the conditions in the labor movement for the emergence of the new
people's party.

THE CHARACTER OF
THE NEW PARTY
The new people's party is not taking the form of a Labor Party or
even of a Farmer-Labor Party. Tlris
is so because the long overdue breakaway from the two major Parties of
monopoly capital is taking place
under the conditions of the threat
of a new world war and the danger

fascism. This makes it Possible
to rally to the new party, in addition

of

to

workers and farmers, millions
from among the Negro peoPle, and
sections of the middle classes, of professionals and smail businessmen, all
who desire to fight for Peace and
against fascism. This gives to the
niw party the character of a people's
party.
- The fact that the maiority of the
trade union officials opPose this new
party may conceal for some the fact
that it is the workers who are its
basis and backbone. It could not be
otherwise. For the workers are the
most advanced class and onlY their
leadership can give to the new Party

its broad base, solidity, and militancy. It is to the credit of men like
Wallace, coming from other classes,
that they sense this and accePt it.
The new party is far from being a
party of socialism. On the contrary,
ihe majority of those associated with
the new party movement, and Wallace in the first place, merely want
to "reform" capitalism. Wallace believes that capitalism can be made
"progressive" by curbing the monopolies and defeating their policy of
war and fascism. The Communists
know the fallacy of this thesis. Nevertheless, they support the new party
movement to the maximum precisely
because it is directed against the
imperialist warmakers and reactionaries and because the masses will
learn in struggle that capitalism as
such is inseparable from monoPolY
capital, which breeds hunger, fas-

cism, and war. Guarding against the
repetition of past errors, the Communists must know it to be their
duty, by their independenr work, to
teach the workers the truth about
capitalism, the class struggle, and
socialism. There is no contradiction
between giving meximum support
to the new people's party and building the Communist Party. In attacking the Communists, reaction aims
its blow against the new people's
party as well. The sffonger the Communist Party, the stronger will be
the people's coalition for peace, genuine democracy, and the curbing of

the monopolies.

IMPERIALIST LIES ANSWERED

The struggle for the masses-to
win them for the fight against war,
fascism, and the steady sinking of
their living standards-is a struggle
against the opportunist and reformist leadership in the labor movement.
Without such a struggle, success is
impossible. Without such a struggle,
the millions cannot be won for the
people's party in the coming elections. But the opportunists in the
labor movement cannot be exposed
and defeated except by those who
understand, and base their entire
work on, the real class interests of
the workers. Only the scientific principles of Marxism-Leninism can provide the answers to the class collaboration policies, the chauvinism and

of the imperialists and
their hirelings.
In this connection Lenin, more
demagogy

DAY
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than thirty-five years ago, drew conclusions that should be remembered
by all of us. He said:
People always were and always will
be the stupid victims of deceit and selfdeceit in politics, as long as they have

not learned to discover the interests

of one or another of the classes behind
any morai, religious, political and social phrases, declarations and promises.

If we examine the issues of today
in this light, everything will become
clear. The imperialists of the Unired
States shout that this counrry is
threatened by "aggression from the
outsider" by "Soviet'expansionism,"
by "Soviet imperialism." These ourrageous slanders are being repeated
by the Greens and Wolls of the A. F.

of L., the Right-wing

Social-Demo-

crats like Dubinsky and Reuther, as
well as by those C.I.O. leaders like
Murray and Potofsky who have also
capitulated to Wall Srreet.
What are the facts I The facts are
that there can be no imperialism in
a country where capitalism has been
abolished. Imperialism is not a pol-

It is a stage, the final stage, in
the development of capitalism. In
the Soviet lJnion, where socialism,
not capitalism, is the social system,
icy.

there are no problems of marliets, of
economic crisis, and there can be no
such thing as expansionism, no such

thing as "Soviet

aggression." The

U.S.S.R. will, of course, defend itself
when attacked, and can defend itself
very well, as Hitler-fascism learned.

But a socialist state, whether it

be
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the Soviet Union or any other country in which socialism is being built,
foilows a policy of peace. The policy
of the socialist state in its foreign
relations is one of peace with all
nations, irrespective of their social
system,

Naturally, the working PeoPle, the
common people as a whole, do not
wish to be ruled bY Wall Street; and
so the fiction is created that we are
in Greece to save democracY and
religion, that we interfere in Italy to
."rJ Wett..n civilization. American
imperialism also knows-that the so-

But why do the Wall Street imPerialists spiead these lies ? Obviously ciaiist Soviet Union and the new
because ih.y .r.r.rot go to the PeoPle
and say to them, "America must
arm, it must intervene in the internal
affairs of other countries, as in Italy
for example, because we the caPitalists wish to extend our domina- the preparation for an anti-Soviet
war.
tion to the entire world'"
The American PeoPle, esPeciallY
For what is the truth ? Before the
workers, must ask themselves
the
to
estabattempt of Hitler-Germany
questions: If our Government
these
entire
the
over
lish iis domination
world, imperialist wars were fought is interested in nothing else but the
for a redivision of the world. And defense of democracY, why does it
now, the Wall Street monoPolists, intervene in other countries on the
side of fascists, monarchists, reacngs, and whY is
orking PeoPle of
do the men of
executors of the
support the
policy
foreign
bipartisan
entire world.
China ?
and
SPain,
Greece,
in
faicists
other
tell
to
do
But it would not
set
is
imperialism
U.S.
that
nations
on dominating them. So, countrY
after country must be taken over
under the smokescreen of fighting
Communism. The reactionarY, weakAnd what of the sPokesmen of
ened ruling classes of Greece, Italy,
WhY,
Fqance, Chlna, and even Great Brit- the A. F. of L. and the C.I'O.l
at
ihe
workers
defending
of
instead
ain, are willing to let Wall Street
Law
Taft-HartleY
the
against
home
they
as
rule their countries so long
do
can Prevent the PeoPle who.m th.ef and reaition's increasing attacks,
the
sell
to
salesmen
their
send
thev
destinies
thcir
taking
exploit from
Marshall Plan and the Truman Docinio their own hands.
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trine to the labor movement

of

Europel Why, instead of uniting

the workers at home to defend peace

and to halt the drive against civil
liberties, do the Irving Browns and
]im Careys travel all over the world
in an effort to split the trade unions
and undermine the World Federation of Trade Unionsl
Is it not the same monopolies that
resist wage increases to meet the rising prices caused by their profiteering who also attack the peoples of
other countriesl Why do our reformist labor leaders, who still claim
to oppose the Taft-Hartley Law
which they themselves call a slave
law, try to tell us that the Forrestals
and Harrimans-the Wall Street
bankers who dominate President
Truman's Cabinet and the G.O.P.controlled Congress-are interested
in nothing else but in bringing prosperity and democracy to the peoples
of Western Europe?
And what lesser evil do these labor
leaders try to sell us when they
oppose the new people's party on
the ground that to defeat Dewey and
Vandenberg the workers must not

split their forces, since to do so
would result in Truman's defeat?
Is not the Truman-Marshall program the same as that of Vandenberg and Dewey, or Taft aod
Hoover? Yes, Truman vetoed the
Taft-Hartley Bill. But he prepared
the ground for the law's enactment
with his special session of Congress
at the time when he broke the railroad strike. The maiority of the

Democratic Party

in
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Congress voted

for the slave-labor law and Truman
did precious little to prevent its passage. And now he is using that law
with wholehearted vigor against the
workers, trying to break their strikes

with injunctions.
But events are rnoving rapidly.
The workers refuse to follow the
Greens, Murrays, and Dubinskys
into the Truman camp. Hence, these
gentlemen are now looking for a
way out. How to beat the new people's party-that is their problem.
They now want to ditch Truman,
but for one reasoo and one reaso[
only-because they cannot hold back

their followers from

supporting

Wallace. They now ofler Eisenhower without even being sure that
the ruling class, which after all will
make the'decision, is willing or-in
the conditions and contradictions in
which it finds itself-able to put forward the General. And again the
reformist labor leaders are willing to
take Eisenhower even if he stands
on the same program as Truman
and Marshall, so long as they can
gain a new means of keeping the
workers chained to the parties of
imperialism.

The truth is that these

leaders are followins a class

labor

policy-

but not a working-class policy. They
are following a policy in the interests
of Wall Street, and because of this
they inevitably betray the interests
of the workers. The same is obviously also true of those labor leadcrs
who support the Republican Party,
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the Hutchesons and Lewises. The
labor leaders who today stand in the
way of the development of the people's party, which expresses the mass
Lreakaway o[ the workers from the
two major parties, are PlaYing the
same role as those who in the Past
opposed the organization of the unorganized. No matter what reasons

they give, they are defending the
class interests o[ the enemies of the
workers.

ONLY BY DEFENDING
THE RIGHTS OF THE
COM]VIUNISTS

..

.

The Communist Party is singled
out for the most ferocious attack pre-

its Marxist-Leninist
science enables it to analyze and
expose thc role oI the imperialists
,.ri ,o show the masses h3w to fight

cisely because

for their own interests. It is singled
out for attack because it stands in
the forefront of the daily struggles
of the rnasses. It is attacked because
it is the party of socialism. But it is
precisely because it is the party of
socialism that it is able to be the best
defender of the immediate interests

of the masses as well.
Anti-Communism was the chief
weapon of Hitler. It is the weapon
of reaction everywhere. With this
instrument, reaction strives to divide
the workers and to set the difierent
sections of the people against one
another instead of uniting against
their common foe. That is why those
labor leaders who take Lrp this
weapor betray the interests of the

workers and serve the interests of
the class enemy.
Those labor leaders who exPel
members of C.I.O. bodies, and sPlit
other C.I.O. bodies in which they are
a minority because of the workers'
support of the new PeoPle's Party
and opposition to the Marshall Plan,
are undermining, and endangering
the very existence of, the trade
unions. Those labor leaders who
carry on an anti-Communist drive
in the unions should remember the
lesson of Germany and Italy. There
can be no freedom for the trade
unions if the rights of the Communists are violated. This fact is underscored today wherever the Communist Party has been outlawed, as
in Franco-Sp arn, Br azil, Greece, Turkey, etc.

The principle of the right of the
workers to their political opinions
and to freedom of action on colttroversial political issues must be maintained if the trade unions are to
maintain their unity and strengthen
themselves

in

defense

of the

eco-

nomic interests of the workers.

The workers, irrespective of their
attitude toward Communism, can
defend their trade unions and their
civil liberties only by defending the
rights of the Communists, in the
country and in the unions. The
Communists are an integral part of
the American labor movement, its
most advanced section. This must
be made clear to the workers by the
Communists at all times, not only in

words but by

deeds.

THESE MEASURES SHALL NOT PASSI
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..THE GREATEST
BOND OUT.
fighting the same Wall Street impeSIDE THE FAMILY . . ."
rialists who wish to exploit and oppress the entire world I
Imperialist reaction, echoed by the
Must Americans prove their loyreformist labor leaders, slanders the alty to America
by hatred of the SoCommunists as foreign agents, as viet peoplel Shall

enemies

of their country. This out-

worn lie was used by the reactionarin every land against every progressive force that challenged their
position. Was not our own Thomas
|efierson branded as an agent of the
French Revolutionl
We Communists are proud of our
internatioaalism. It makes us the
best defenders of the interests of our
people and our country. Who defends the national honor of the
United States I Those who exploit
the peoples of Europe and the rest
of the world for their own profits
and greed I Those who besmirch the
American labor movement by putting their stamp of approval on the
fascists in Greecel Or those who,
like the Communists, by their manifestation of international solidarity,
show other peoples that the working people of rhe United States are
ies

we forget that
the Soviet people fought side by side
with us to defeat Hitler-fascism?
Shall we forget that the Soviet people-having put an end to capitalism
in their land-can have no aggressive

attitude toward the American people but only a desire for peace and
friendship with them?
By rejecting the poison of chauvinism, by marching side by side with
the workers of the world for a durable peace, for genuine democracy,
and for social progress, we Communists and other advanced workers
are living up to the best traditions of
May Day and of our country, and remain true to the profound words
of our great Lincoln who said:
"The strongest bond of human
sympathy, outside of the family relation, should be one uniting all
working people, of all nations, and
tongues, and kindreds."

"Throughout the year the workers, first in one place and then in another,
continuously present a variety of partial demands to their employers and fight
for these demands. In assisting the workers in this fight, Socialists must always
explain the connection it has with the proletarian struggle for emancipation in
all countries. But the first of May must be the day on which the workers solemnly
declare that thev realize this connection

""0+:i]i:tJ,i:tir:?":l',"'Hrffi;,,
May Days in Kharftoa, r9or.

HTNRY IryAI.IACT'S

..I[|I,UARD
PEACI"
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to the voice of America, not bY way
of the State Department short-wave
broadcasts, but through -the speeches
of Henry Wallace.
His decision to run as an inde-

BY MAX WEISS

It is no exaggeration to say that
Henry Wallace has become a symbol
to millions of Americans who are

moving into struggle against the
monopolies to protect and advance
democracy in the United States and
to place our country back upon the
path of peace.
They are indeed justified in this
estimate. For it was Henry Wallace
alone, among Roosevelt's former associates of major political stature,
who boldly picked up the banner of

forces

of

American life.

Its

most

struggle for continuation of Roosevelt's democratic and peace policies
when it became evident to all that
these pr,licies were being betrayed by

'

the Truman Administration.
It was the voice of Henry Wallace,
speaking up courageously for peace
and against the mad drive to war,
which most effectively helped shatter
the conspiracy to silence all public
opposition to the bipartisan reactionary foreign antl domestic policies.
To the war-weary masses of Eu' Henry wallacc, Tooqd Vorld Pome, Rgr
ael end Hirchcak, Nry York, 1948.
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to curb the monopolies in order to against any idea rhat
war between
resist and defeat the drive to war the U;-ited
States and the Soviet
and fascism. The program of this Union is inevitable.
Based on his
new parry will finally be decided acceptance of the fact
that rhe Socialupon ar the founding convcntion in
Philadelphia. Beyond doubt, it will
be a program which will unite the
various sections of the population and
the various political forces which
even now compose the elements,of
this new party.
Quite obviously, one of the most
important of the currents of ttris new
party moyement is represented by
t!_e..Wallace . forces, iin.. Henry
Wallace will be the standard bea..i
of the r:.ew party in the r94B elecrions.
From this point of view, the appearance of a book outlining the
persornal views of Henry Wallice on
some of the most important issues
of the day is an important event. the
Clearly, this book, Touard World can
Pedce, can in no sense be considered We
a prirner for the new party. Never- and
theless, because of the eminence of the bipartisan
Administration's polits author and the time of its appear- icy of alliance
with fascisrs, reactionance, it justifies most serious dis- aries, feudalists,
and monarchists all
cusslon.
over the world. FIe condemns rhe
TOWARD WORLD PEACE

Touard World Peace is in many
very important respects an extremely,
significant and eflective contribution
in the fight for peace, for AmericanSoviet friendship, against the drive
of the bipartisan coalition ro war and
fascism, and for the formation
new people's party.

in a concerted program of strugglc
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of

a

In this book, Henry Wallace puts
in the forefront the need to struggle

versal Military Training and a peace-

time draft.
An outstanding merit of Wallace's
book is his exposure and condemnation of the Truman Administration,
the bipartisan coalition, the degeneration of the two-party system, and
the open Wall Sreet-military control
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of our federal government. Wallace
puts his finger on the relationship
between the drive by Big Business
for pro6t and the push for armaments and war; he shows the complete tie-up between basic industry
on the one hand and the Army and
Navy on the other, and points up
clearly the relation between the dependence of Big Business on profits
from the armaments program, and
the anti-Russia, war-is-inevitable
drive.
Wallace takes a

HENRy'Wariacss row,q,iii woiiLb

and American Revolutions did. He
states in addition that no other revolution in the history of the world
had so profound an efiect in pro-

moting education and expanding
production. He replies to a number
of the choice slanders against the
Soviet Union in connection with the
Moscow trials by stating that the
purging of the Nazi-Trotskyist conspirators made victory over Hitler
possible. For example, he says:

. . . Stalin's
film stand against the
Russian state when otherwise it
illusions that this drive to war can probably would have fallen at the
in any way be halted by inconse- hands of equally relentless enemies.
quential changes in the Administra- Had not Stalin driven ahead with the
tion or in either of the two old utmost vigor to collectivize the farms
parties. FIe declares that even though and develop the heavy industries of
the outer form of our government Russia in the early thirties, had not
will no doubt continue to be a con- Stalin carried through his ruthless
stitutional dernocracy, the real pow- purge of Nazi-Trotskyist conspirators,
Hitler might have found it poser will be in the hands of the Adolf
sible
to
conquer the world in the years
Wall Street clique so long as the that followed.
(P. So.)
G.O.P. or the bipartisan coalition
is in power. Wallace therefore insists
And again:
that the first step to guarantee

relentless measures saved

the fight f_or collective security prior
to rg3g. He condemns the ,ppirr._
ment policy of British and French

military-bipartisah control in Washington through the election of a new
party administration. Nothing short
of this, he declares, will make peace
possible.

Furthermore, Wallace contrifutes
efiectively to answering certain antiSoviet arguments of the warmongers.
He evaluates the Octotrer Revolution
very positively, as a step forward in

history which inspired the peoples
all over the world, iust as the French

It is puzziing, to say the least, that
methods which saved the world
from Flitler should not be defended.
Wallace also appreciates keenly
the role the Soviet Union played in

OTHER SIGNIFICANT
CONTRIBUTIONS
Wallace's book also makes a significant contribution to the peoplers
struggle on a number of other ques-

those yerrs. From ai examination o"[
this perioC, Wallace declares that the

tions.

Soviet Union was fully jusriEed in
concluding that it could not expect
collecdve security and that it had to

r) Wallace underlines the tremendous power of the monopolies in the

United Srates, their complete control
of the economic and political life of
take unilateral measures to defend its * the nation, their capture of the twoown safety. Specifically, Wallace rec- party system. He sees clearly the
ognizes the correctness of the Soviet- necessity to fight to curb the power
German Pact, as well as the war of the monopolies through various
measures if we are to avert war and
against Finland. FIe says:
fascism.

z) Wallace

Karelian peninsula at that time, Ger-

Tany would almost certainly have
driven across the short distance of

unequivocally con-

demns Red-baiting, branding it as
a typical Hitlerite method to prepare
fascism and war, and he calls on the
American people to fight it. He
states:

tsoth existing partias, not having
much else to fall back on, wili fall back
on the old device of playing up the

communist scare. They will cry communist in harmony together. And they
will vie with each other to see which
can cry it louder. (P. SZ.)

Stalin cleaned up the mess which
these discontented communists and
Germans had tried to create, with the
result that when the fateful hour came
Russia was not betrayed by any Quisling or Laval. I do not defend Stalin's
methods. I merely say that had he
failed to apply them, Hitler might be
ruling the world today. (P.S6.)

4.o3

imperialism and exposes the power-

ful hold the appeasement forces had
o.n the State Department during

peace

with the Soviet Union is the elimination of the preseni Wall Street-

zEACE

As to the frequent charge that the
Soviet Union is today adopting a
"tough and suspicious" attitrld",
Wallace declares that there is botir
a historic and a present jusrification
for this attitude, based upon the pasr
experience of the Soviet Union r.vith
capitalist intervention and appease-

ment, and its present experience
with the Administration's current
policy.

Or

I

again:

am irtterly and completely against

all types of red-baiting in the United
States. Those who call progressive and
peace-seeking Americans "toois of Rus-

sia" and "communists" are using typi
cal Hitlerite methods and they should

be fought with the same vigor that'
Americans exercise against any source
of Gestapo philosophy or propaganda,
(P.

88.)

I
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Or further:

Most

of the

HENRY WALLACE'S TOWARD WORLD PEACE
labor-baiting

congress-

.today il!",J'iio!1".:o,T::"J'.*m::1
don't really fear communism. What
lons as labor allow"s itself to be disthey fear is .democracy. In the. South t.r&.d by the red issue it will travel
those who shout communism.loudest the path 6f Trft-Hr.tleyism and lose in
fear thc enforcement of the
.First and barjaining power in t'h. ,hop and in
Fourteenth Amendments. These men pu.ih"ri.ig porre, in the home. Reguare anti-Christian and .anti-American iation of iabo. by court injunction ,,iill
no matter how snugly they may rvrap asain become the law of the la.d.
themseives in the American flag. In (fr. t7.)
thc North those who shout commu- '
nism either are a{raid there will be a
Wallace also has some pointed
revival of the Roosevelt -New Dea[, things to say to the faint-hearted
doctrines or have surrendered them- llber?ls:
Those who shour communis.r

selves to the defeatist view that the two
greatest powers in the world cannot Those liberals who turn over on their
live together in peace.
backs and wave rheir four paws in the
In addition we have the politicians air while rhe special interests tickle

who have found that the simplest way their fear of iommunism will, in
to get elected is to shout commttnist time, find themselves betrayed and disagainst their opponents. Also we have illusioned. Eventually they will have to
those

in the Army and Navy and other take a stand on fundamental

issues, a1d

that then they will have either to sell their
their appropriations are larger i{ they souls or.,r.rd ,rp and 6ght. (P. 86.)
raise the red scare' (Pr' rro;rrr')
3) wailace argues vigorously the
^ ,
Wallace shou,s the results of Re,-l,r.'"i fo. th. f.?pl. to" fight'with
baiting:
every ounce of^their streng;h in deIf the housewife is the forgotten lense of civil liberties. F{e compares
woman, labor today is tl.re forgotten the significance of the fight against
man. The fundamental reason is the the growing me111ce of fascism with
same. Our foreign policy strides .into rhe itruggle of the colonists i. 1776
the workshop with.the, same ruthless to d.rtr]i royal privilege,-Civil
and wiih
'drri.rg th!
,-i1
tread as it erlters ,h.
War
struggle
the
,l:p_.
:lr:
g-.-T:.v-. As long. i' P"1l:111','ld^:lt io-a.".Jy" the insriiution of slavery.
;rvie", pr"r. '".. ,bl. to lry "Red! Sp-ecifically, he.defends.civil liber-

government departments who find

Red! Rus'sia! Russia! Communist! Be- ties for Communists, stating:
ware!" day after day the infation will
The utte.rly alarming. things whiclr
;; ,J'th. right', "?-f"^U"r-*iif a-.- can
so easily destroy the America of
cline. (P. 116.)

He

specifically warns

movement against

the labor

Red-baiting:

|efierson and Lincoln have been done,

not to me, but to the Amcrican Communists' (P. ro9.)

This, it should be noted, was
written before the storm-trooper-like
attacks on various Wallace meetings
following President Truman's inflammatory statements directed at
Wallace.

Wallace makes a devastating criticism of some labor leaders who go
along with the program of Big Business in return for sharing a few
crumbs of monopoly profits, thereby
betraying labor's cause.
4) Wallace presents the elements
of a program designed to meet the
most pressing economic needs of the

people, including demands for
higher wages, lower prices, minimum wages of one dollar per hour,
$roo per month old-age insurance,
and socialized medicine.

Manifestly, in all these particular
respects Wallace's position is in ac-

cord with the immediate needs of
the fight for peace and democracy.
In fact, it is because Wallace holds
such a position that millions of
Americans are rallying to the banner of the new people's party which
will nominate him for the Presi-

dency.

.,SOVIET

EXPANSIONISM"

On a number of other very important questions, however, Wallace unfortunately advances views that can
only have the efiect of impeding the
most effective development of the
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anti-Sovieteers and encouraging, instead, a serious efiort to underitand

the - policies of the Sovier lJnion,
Wallace nevertheless repeats the as-

siduously cultivated myrh thar rhe
Soviet Union is an "expansionist
power." According to him, this "expansionism" proceeds by methods of
"direct coercion or infiltration."

siders that both countries are equally
responsible for bringing about the
present international situation.
It is incontestable, as Wallace him-

self proves in this book, that the
United States is following an aggres-

sively imperialist policy. On the
it cannot be validly demonstrated that the concept of "Soviet
expansionism" is anything but a
myth, pure and simple. It is worthy
of note that nowhere does Wallace
undertake to prove his assertion
other hand,

about the "expansionist" character of
the Soviet lJnion. He simply repeats
it as though it were an established

truth.

In fact, when he deals concretelY
with various countries, he is com-

struggle for peace.

serious discussion whatsoever, con-

example, while strenuously
combating the caterwauling of the

cedes

For

the argument of the reactionaries that "Russia has taken over in

Eastern Europe,"

it

he

denies this

is directed against
the liberation movement in China
or the guerrilla movement in Greece.
Also significant is his attitude to the
argument when

election;
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in Italy, taken after

the
book was written, which is based on
a rejection of the slanderous charge
that the Italian People's Bloc represents an arm of "Soviet expansion-

ism." Indeed, were Wallace to draw
the full conclusions from these concrete observations of his, he could
not yield to prejudiced generalities
about "Soviet expansionism."
Certainly, Wallace could not label
as "expansionism" the return of territories in the Western Ukraine and
W'estern Byelo-Russia, forcibly severed from the Soviet Union in the
early days of the Soviet Republic. A

man is not a robber when he demands that what has been stolen
from him be returned. As to the
strip of economically valueless but
militarily strategic territory on the
Karelian Isthmus which Finland
yielded following the war ol ry4ory4r (an act which, as we have seen,

Wallace himself defends), the whole

world knows that Finland

was

up" will have to explain why

the

Soviet Union did not avail itself of
its complete military control of Ro-

mania, Bulgaria, Hungary,

and

Poland during the liberation of these
countries to "expand" by a similar
"cover-up." They will find it impossible to do so for the simple reason

force in that country I These obvious
facts cannot be explained by harmful
talk about "infiltration." They can be
explained only by examining the
specific and difierentiated course of
the class struggle in each country.
Furthermore, all talk about "Rus-

the

sian-directed Communistic infiltration" aids those who brand Commu-

Soviet Union precludes any form of
"expansionism," just as the imperial-

nists as "foreign agentsr" "agents.of
Moscow," etc. Interestingly, when

that the socialist character of

character of the United States
makes expansionist tendencies and

ist

policies inevitable.

Wallace's talk about "Russiandirected Communistic infiltration"
is equally incorrect. The Communists of any country are not foreign
"infi.ltrators." They arise indigenously from the ranks of the working class; they arise by historic necessity. The Communist Party grows in

each country in accordance with
objective conditions as well as the
effectiveness of its leadership of the
working class and popular masses in
the struggle to defend and advance
the true natioral interests of the
given country. It has nothing to do
with any mythical "Russian infiltration." How else shall we explain the
fact that the Communists of Brazil
are a strong force in that country,

Wallace gets down to cases he is
compelled to deny that events in
China, for example, can be explained
on such grounds. He denies that the
Chinese Communists are "R.ussian
agents" or that the Soviet Union will
dominate China, should the Commlrnists lead the democratic forces
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Clearly, then, "Soviet expansionism" is a myth.

It

is most dangerous,

in the
form in which it is advanced by the
warmongers, namely, that it is only
the U.S.S.R. which is expansionist,
as Wallace himself recognizes,

while the U.S. is
But

it is harmful,

non-imperialist.
in the forrn

too,

by so great a symbol of
to hold that
the Soviet Union and the United
advanced

peace as Wallace. For,

States are "equally responsible" for

the r,var danger because they are
both playing "power-politics," is to
weaken the struggle for peace. Such
a conception obscures and covers up
the fact that the danger to peace
comes from one

direction-from the

expansionist drive by American imperialism to dominate the world.

of that country to victory over
Chiang Kai-shek. He asserts very This drive for world domination
forcefully that the growth

of

Com-

munism in China is a product of the
struggle in China and not the result
of any alleged "Russian infiltration."

IJnfortunately, Wallace does ,not
dralv the logical conclusions from
this and similar facts which he admits. Instead, he tries to reconcile
such facts with his thesis by explaining away the Chinese Communists
as being, not really Communists, but
"agrarian reformers" like the old

resisted everywhere

by the

is

struggle

of the peoples of all lands (including
the United States) for peace, national independence, democracy, and
advance to socialism.
..PROGRESSIVE CAPITALISM"

Wallace makes it clear that he is
a champion of the capitalist system,
an opponent on principle of social-

territory in return. As concerns the
three Baltic Republics, liberated

while in Turkey, which borders
the Soviet lJnion, the Communist

North Dakota Non-Partisan

ism, and that his program is designed to save and perpetuate the
capitalist system in the United States

Leaguers!

as rvell as

from fascist rule by the Red Army,
their incorporation into the Union

movement is as yet small and weak I
Or the fact that in France the Com-

munist Party is the largest party,
while just across the Channel the
Communist Party of Great Britain

No, the Chincse Communists are
really Communisls, nol egrarian reformers. It is precisely because they
are Communists that they express
best of all the real interests of the

He admits that up to the present
capitalism has resulted in poverty,

is as yet small and not yet a powerful

Chinese people.

amply recompensed for this by being
ceded an even larger stretch of Soviet

of Soviet

Socialist Republics was by
free vote of the'people of these countries in a popular referendum. Those
who scoff at this as a Soviet "cover-

in other areas of the worltl.

unemployment, colonial exploitation,
raciel discrimination, recurring crises,
fascism, and repeated wars. But he
believes that this is not inevitable

under capitalism. He believes that
there are two types of capitalism"reactionary capitalism" and "progressive capitalism." According to
Wallaie, it is only "reactionary capitalism" which is responsible for the
above-mentioned evils. Basing himself on the well known Keynesian
approach, Wallace asserts that capitalism can also be progressive and
democratic, can dc; away with poverty, unemptroyment, crises, fascisrn,
and war.

Wallace discusses, in passing, the
relationship between his concept of

"progressive capitalism" and the
Roosevelt New Deal:

a
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Roosevelt's policies were usually of

stopgap nature. The reactionaries
might look on them as far-reaching,
but as a matter of fact they were
usually the n-rinimum necessary to save
the situation for democratic capitalism
in the United States. FIe was saving
the reactionaries and the tories from
themselves, but they never knew it. It
was a time of transition, and he was
kept too busy saving the day to think
much about the years. He felt that the
day-by-day job of meeting the problems
as they arose was his function, and that
hg \arould only invite disaster by probing too deeply into the root causes of
wor$ maladjustment.
The world is desperately sick today.
Whether r,ve like it or not, we aie now
brought down to root causes. . .

(P. ,s.)
Thus, Wallace understands, in
own way, that the crisis in which
capitalism finds itself today is much
his

deeper than during

the

Roosevelt

period of the'thirties. It is the sharpining of the general crisis of capitalism which accounts for the fact that
the new peace coalition, breaking
is
away from

developing
than did t
accounts

el

It

for the fact that

Wallace

more far-reaching measures
proposes
-of
..for- than did Roosevelt, whose

desire to save capitalism he shares.
One of the new features which Wallace has added to the coalition now
taking shape in the new PeoPle's
party is its demand for measures to
curb the power of the giant monoPoIies, a task which neither Roosevelt
nor the Roosevelt coalition even in
its most advanced days ever undertook.
However, the essence of Wallace's

o[

about by reactionary policies on production, wages, and prices.
It is in the measures Wallace pro-

for the pr:evention of crises that
the exact nature of what he means
by "progressive capitalism" becomes
ciear. He calls for special types of
planning in certain key industries
which are decisive for the nation's
economyl Specifically, he urges the
passage of a law which will govern
the basic industries, requiring them
to set up industry boards composed
of representatives of industry, labor,
agriculture, the government, and
poses

consumers. These boards, according
to Wallace, will achieve democratic

planning by having the power to
make decisions on wages, profits,
prices, volume of production, direction and amount of new investment,
profit and dividend policies, etc.

"progressive

Clearly, such a scheme is a Utopia.

capitalism" is [undamentallY the
,nme ,s that of the Roosevdlt New
Deal, advanced, ho'w'ever, in a difiere11t historic setting, in a period of

The very idea of the fascist-minded
monopolists discussing jointly witir
labor what their production, wage,
price, profit, and invesrment policies
shall be, is absurd on the face of it.
Nor can capitalism "plan" itself out
of crisis in any other form. Anarchy
of production is inherent in the capitalist system and cannot be eliminated so long as the contradiction
between social production and private appropriation continues to exist.
From an immediate point of view,
it is important that Wallace recognizes the need to curb the power of
the monopolies in various waysregulation, limited measures of nationalization, etc.

Keynesian concept

cleeper general crisis of capitaiism.
What are the sPecific measures
Wallace propobes in order to create
rvhat he calls a progressive and en-

lightened capitalism?
Wallace sees the Problem of economic crisis as the central weakness
of capitaiism. tsIis analysis of the

.ortr., the causes, and the solution
of the problem o[ econornic crisis

is a libeial Keynesian one, according
to which crises are the result, not of
the basic contradictions of capitalism,
but of underconsumption brought
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While many in the new people's
party will disagree with his specific
proposal for industry boards, the fact
remains that all supporters of Wallace are agreed on the need to fight
for effective measures to curb the
monopolies.
Such measures, however, will not
lead to a new stage of "progressive

capitalism." Capitalism cannot be
made progressive. What Wallace
calls "reactionary capitalism" is in
reality capitalism today, i.e., imperialism, the final stage in the development of capitalism, the stage in
ra,hich monopoly has become declslve.

As

it

finally becomes clear to the
that even progressive econornic and social measures of the
type advanced by Wallace-measures which are absolutely necessary,
and which must be resolutely fought
for-cannot solve their problems
basically, they will inevitibly advance from the struggle for limited,
though important, measures to curb
the monopolies to a more decisive
strr-rggle to end their power, i.e., to
establish socialism in the United
States. The exact form of transition
to socialism in this country will, of
course, be determined only by the
masses

specific course of the development
and outcome of the struggle.

BOURGEOIS AND SOCIALIST
DEMOCRACY

As is well known, Wallace has
often reaffirmed his admiration for
what he calls the economic and
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ethnic democracy existing in the Soviet Union. In contrast to this, he
accepts completely the stock argu-

ment about the "lack of political
democracy" in the Soviet Union.

Wallace attempts to give a historical explanation for the development
of what is, in his opinion, a sort of
benevolent despotism in the Soviet
Union. According to Wallace, "democratic rights" and "civil liberties"

were "suppressed" in the Soviet
Union because Lenin adapted the
Marxian socialism of Germany to the
necessity

HENRY WALLACE'S TOWARD WORLD PEACE
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of fighting czarist abso-

ship. Wallace analyzes democracy in
an abstract, supra-class manner. For

him, the formal and very limited
and precarious bourgeois democracy
assumes the meaning of a genuine
people's democracy. From this standpoint, the actual control of the economic, social, and political life of our
country by the Wall Street monoPG

lists (which Wallace admits) is a
violation of the principles of bourgeois democracy. Actually, o[ course,
it is not a violation. It is of the
essence of bourgeois democracY

4rr

viet Union today, based on the Stalin groupings and individuals of varyConstitution, is the most advanced ing political backgrounds and views,
democracy the world has known, difierences will exist on a number
precisely because all exploiting of
classes have been

eliminated.

As to Wallace's specific criticisms

en
is
an

of Communists in capitalist countries, they add up to the allegation a friendly and consrructive fashion.

that "non-Russian Communists" What is decisive today, however, is
have their thoughts controlled from that despite such difierences, a firrn
one spot, apparently Moscow, and by basis exists for caoperation between
one man, apparently Marx or Lenin
or Stalin. The truth, of course, is
otherwise. Marxism is a science, and

its basic laws, like those of any other

lutism and feudalism under conditions in which democratic forms of
struggle such as popular elections
were not possible. According to Wal-

lace, these methods of violence, repression, etc., were continued after
the victory of the Socialist Revolution in order to defeat intervention
and civil war and to crush the NaziTrotsl<yist conspiracy against collectivization and industrialization.
Now, it is very imPortant that
Wallace recognizes and takes into
account the long historY of the Soviet lJnion's struggle to defend itself
from all forms of attack, intervention, and sabotage organized by the
imperialist powers. But it is nonetheIesi regrettable that Wallace should
conIuse suppression of attempts at

capitalist restoration with suppression of poiitical democracy.
What is involved here, of course,
is the fundamental question of bourgeois democracy, socialist democracy, and the proletarian dictator-

country and in accordance with their breakaway from the two-party system
nation's true interests. Communists of Wall Street, to ,the formation of

tent defenders a third, a new pe
not the small such a party can

FIRM
ship-fascism.

Wallace is incorrect

in

asserting
sup-

the

'li:
start a thousand times more democratic than the freest of the bourgeois clemocracie s because it was

for the
uorfters and Peasants-the oaerulzelming bulft of tlte population.
The socialist democracy of the So-

established as the demo'cracy

It

but the vast in a people's way
oppressed. questioni of war o
democracy. It is for this reason that
BASIS F'OR CO-OPERATION all true defenders of the people's

is an outstanding feature of

the

inrerests work tirelessly and with
enthusiasm to build ihe coalition
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AGAIroSI IHE
MII-ITARIZAII(}N

t}F {}UR Y(}[JIH
BY HENRY WINSTON

in oPPosition to

U.M.T.
and the draft, subtnitted on April z'
Testimony

t948, to the Senate Armed Seraices
Committee in behall of the Communist

Party.

I

My name is HenrY A.

They are not required to defend our
nation from anY foreign threat' On
the contrary, theY are advanced bY
domestic enemies of our true national interest, seeking to implement
Wall Street's bipartisan policies of
world domination and war.
The proposal to militarize our
youth g;es hand in hand with stePs
io*rrd the militarization o[ the nation as a whole, and the sacrifice of

the people's living standards to the
requirements of a war economY. It
in.reares the fascist danger, already
manifesting itself through other poIice state measures to reglment our

people and institute

Winston.

am National Organization Secretary of the Communist PartY, in

I submit this testimony
opposing universal military training
and the draft.
I wish the record to show that I
whose behalf

protest the refusal of the Senate
Armed Services Committee to grant
my request for au opPortunitY to
testify in person. I wish the record
to show further that the Communist
Party protests the unseemly haste
with which these hearings have been
terminated, before the American
people could make their views fully
known.

universal

thought control.
The taking of millions of Young
men from their homes, their jobs,
and their education in order to prepare 'them for war is a confession
ihat the policies of the Truman Administration and the G'O.P. are robbing this generation of Americans
of ihe peaceful future which their
brothers fought and died to win.
By pressing for adoption of the
draft and U.M.T., the bipartisan advocates of these measures seek to
convince the American PeoPle that
a third world war is inevitable-and
imminent. These spokesmen for the
giant U.S. monopolies, who further

The Cornmunist Party is opposed
universal military training
and the peacetirne draft. These proposals to militarize our youth and

Wall Street's interests in every corner of the globe, paint the United
States government as the disinter-

establish a standing army are repugnant to the traditions of our country.

as they violate the American people's

to both

ested defender

of world peace. Even

traditional democratic rights, and
4r2

prepare

to make our youth

goose-

step to their commands, these architects of an American form of fascism

pose

as the champions of world

"democracy.'"

All of this is "justified" by the
claim that our national security is
threatened by a war-minded and
aggressive Soviet Union. No longer
do the bipartisan sponsors of this
colossal war program hide their
eagerness to unloose a "preventive"
war against the U.S.S.R., its allies,
and the world.
Appearing before this Committee
as the head

of a War Council com-

posed of militarists and bankers, De-

fense Secretary Forrestal spoke of
the "deadly parallels" between Nazi
Germany on the eve of World War
II and the Soviet Union today.

I

wish to point out some of the
real deadly parallels, which Mr. Forrestal sought to obscure.

the menace of
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"Communist ex-

pansion."

Fortunately, the paralld is not
complete. For the American people
can still check and defeat the criminals driving toward World War III
and save our young manhood from
being brutalized and processed for
a war of conquest and aggression.
None other than the arch-reactionary Herbert Hoover has bewailed
the fact that the policies he foisted
on the Truman Administration have
strippc<l the United States of allies
in the war whose "inevitability" he
also seeks to afErm. Former U.S.
Ambassador to Japan, loseph Grew,
told this Committee that the way ro
assure allies is to make' ourselves
appear to other nations as "invincible."

Flere

I

is another deedly parallel.

would remind this Committee that

the might of Nazi Germany did not

On the eve of World War II,

atdract allies, but only impressed into
service puppets, pawns, mercenaries,

power in Nazi Germany was in the
hands of precisely such representa-

and slaves-who turned against the
hated master at their first oppor-

tives of Big Business and the military as compose Mr. Forrestal's War
Council. The Nazis had completed
the militarization of Germany and
had inculcated a spirit of war in its
youth. They had mounted the most
powerful military machine in the
world, and proclaimed themselves
"invincible." The corruption of the
German people by the war criminals
of ry39 was disguised as a program

to defend thc German nation against

tunity. Because Nazi might did not
make right, it was the justice of the
anti-Axis cause that rallied nations
and peoples to unite for the defeat
of the "invincible" Wehrmacht and
its ]apanese partner.
I am a veteran of World War II,
and served

in the European Theatre

of Operations. I have seen America's
World War II allies face to face,
and I know them to be the workers
and common people of the rvorlcl
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who hate war

as

draft are doing in Italy I The poll-

our offn PeoPle do.

selves "invincible" and demand their
$iibmission to the will of the American trusts and monopolies. They will
unile against us; for they have tested

the power of a united

will to Peace

and freedom-and they know that
only the people are invincible.
This bill, cud its companion measure for restoring the draft, will, if
passed, only serve to make enemies
for the United States and finish the
job, which lacks little for compledon,
of wrecking the United Nations
machinery for peace.
Who can believe that these measures rvill serve to defend our nation,
or help preserve the peace-as their
advocates hypocriticallY argue?
The bipartisan foreign PolicY of
which they are an integral Part has
proved itself a war policY. It Prolongs the terrible civil war in China,
whEre the tide of battle goes deci-

sively against the corruPt

and
doomed Chiang Kai-shek regime we
arm and finance. This policy has lost
us the friendship of hundreds of millions of Chinese democrats, including the porverful peoPle's armies,
urhich proved their worth as allies
in the common struggle against

Iapan.

This policy has Plunged Greecc
into bloody civil war, a war of Greek

in the PaY of Wall
who wage a losing battle

mercenaries

Street

against the Greek patriots so short

voters in the South of our own coun-

ing the remnants of a fascist underground. Flere,,among the Quislings
and Nazi collaborators whose hands
are stained with American blood, are
the "allies" whom America's youth
is to be taught to regard as com-

try. But where among the bipartisan

rades-in-arms.

taxer, Attorney General Tom Clark,
takes cover under the Bourbon cry
of "state's rights" to excuse his fail-

They will not rally to our side if,
like the Nazis, we proclaim our-

ure to protect the rights of Negro
is dishonored by men like Maj. Gen.
James Van Fleet, head of the American Mission in Greece?-It was Van
Fleet who ordered the execution o[

spokesmen for the Truman Doctrine
and the N{arshall Plan is there any
respect for the sovereignty of the

Italian people in their forthcoming

Greek monarchy to draft

r5,ooo

more men into its fascist army. The
cost of their training and equipment

will be borne by American tax-

not the
Greek mercenaries, rvill bear the

payers.

But American

boYs,

brunt of the battle if the bankers and
generals get their way.
The American bankers and generals are guilty of the Truman Administration's b,etrayal of the Iewish
people, which has not only brought

war to

Palestine

but made

a

shambles of the United Nations.
Who can trust those who say that

U.M.T. and the draft are not increasing the danger of war I They
have proved that their r,vord is honored only in the breach, by their reneging on the promise to P;liestine.

And who can any longer think
that American draftees will not be
used to inrerfere in the domestic arcfairs of other nations-when we

see

what the bipartisan sponsors of the
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crucial national electionl
Today we invade Italy with propaganda, threats, and the promise of
other nations' territory as a reward
for voting as Wall Street orders. Wi[
we use the proposed new draft army
to follow up with an invasion of
men-to enforce Wall Street's will

on the Italian voters ? And after
Italy, will France be the next de-

barkation point for American troops ?
The bipartisan policy that already
has lost us the only allies worthy of

the American

people's

trust

and

friendship has, to be sure, brought us
a few shady paid retainers" Already
there is talk of appropriating funds

for arming the so-called Five-Power
bloc, which has sold itself to American imperialism. Are we also to
muster up from our youth armies to
police and fight beside the war-

When the House of

Representa-

tives accepted Franco Spain into the
sorry company of Marshall Plan
states, the last thin veil was torn

from the whole policy which requires U.M.T. and the draft for its
implernentation. The butcher of the
Spanish people-the creature of Hitler and Mussolini, the outcast from
the United Nations-is welcomed as

an "ally"

needed

by the United

States. To fight against .Franco and

his Axis

partners) thousands of

Americans proudly joined the Abra-

ham Lincoln Brigade, and many
gave their lives in Spain.
But to fight uith Franco-so monstrous a proposal can only be carried out by drafting Ameficans and
indoctrinating them with the

by

poison of fascist ideas.

U.M.T. and the draft cannot be
viewed apart from "Project X," that

Those who today make our bipartisan foreign policy seek to gather
up all that is evil and reactionary in
the world. Around the hub of a
Wall Street-dominated Bizonia, they
would construct a second anti-Comrnunist Axis, and unloose a war of
aggression against the Soviet Union
and the East-European democracies.

gigantic scheme for attempting rhe
subversion of democratic Elovernments throughout the world by arm-

To overcome the American people's resistance to this suicidal

weary Belgians, Dutch, and Luxemburgers

?

,8

rB

iB
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schcmc, Hitler's disciples among the
militarists and monopolists of our
country strive to convince the American people that war is "inevitable."
Thus they hope to head off the growing movement to stop the war drive
and drive the warmongers out of
public office. This legislation, the
draft as well as U.M.T., is a major
instrument tor conditioning the
American people to the acceptance
of war.
For a youth in uniform, trained
for war, is a youth accustomed to believe that war cannot be avoided.
But Flitler's American disciples
also pursue other objectives in their
bipartisan drive for the passage of
this legislation. With more than 50
per cent of the national budget allocated to preparing for the "inevitable" war, it is inevitable thar the
living standards of the American
people will be. drastically cut-even
before the coming economic crash
hits them. For the American people,
the order is guns instead of butter.
But for the monopoly profiteers,
there is profit in both guns and butter-and they are taking it with both
hands.

It is not by chance that now, as
the Taft-Hartley Law's full and
crushing effect begins to make itselJ
felt, U.M.T. and the draft are pushed
as reserve measures to back up in.

junctions and court action.

A mili-

strike-breaking scrvicc. But other
means for using U.M.T. and the
draft to crush labor are already foreshadowed. The declaration that it is
planned to place Communists of
draft or U.M.T. age in concentration
camps is a further revelation of the
HitlerJike aims of this whole war
program. For we may be sure that

not only Communists, but all militaut trade unionists and other opponents of the war program, will be
similarly treated unless the American people defeat these bills.

Militarization of our nation would
in deadly peril every democratic right won and cherished by
the American people. As a Negro, I
know well that the fabric of our
place

Arnerican democracy has many stains

and tears. But, like hundreds of
thousands of my people, I took part
in the fight against the Nazi enemy
in order that Negro and white
Americans might remain free to
unite in common struggle for full

sion to the Negro peopie.
As a Negro, as a veteran of World
War II, as a worker and as an Arherican Communist, I have many aspir-

ations, most of which I think the
overwhelming majority of my fellow Americans share.

I wish my country to be strong
and proud among the nations-not
boastful of material strength, but
justly proud that our people have
triumphed over those unworthy to
call themselves American, r,vho have
betrayed America's best traditions.
I wish all our people to work and
to prosper, to enjoy the blessings of
liberty and equality, and to live in
peace.

I

believe that other peoples, and
place the peoples of the

in the first

equality.
The defeat

of the Nazi "Arfans"
was the work of men and women
of many races, creeds, and nationalities. Today the white
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petuate the vicious Jim-Crow prac- is here within our own borders' He
tices which have weakened our mor- is harder to recognize, and more
al standing among the peoPles and dangerous, because he calls himself
shamed America. I{ore than this, "American." Yet the Arnerican
U.M.T. and the draft present new workers know this enemy u'ell, for
dangers of fascism and thus new it is he who cuts wages, smashes
dangers of lynch terror and oppres- trade unions, profits from inflation,

supremacists

of the United States demand that the
whole world recognize them as the
new "supermenr" born to rule. And
so today the fight for Negro rights
is above all the fight for peace, which
must be waged against those who

would plunge the world into war
if it will not submit to their dictates.
U-N4.T. and the draft would per-

Soviet Union and the new Cemocracies of Europe, ardently desire to
live in peace that they may advance,
each in his own way, their counrries'
democratic progress.
And therefore I am sure thar war
is not "inevitable." It is only inevit-

able that those who desire peace
unite in resolute struggle to stop the
imperialist war-makers.
,t

,f

it

The enemy that threatens us today

lynches Negroes-and cries "Communistl" at any one who resists his

orders,

It was the tragedy of the German
workers and people that theY Permitted their Du Ponts and Morgans,
their Rockefellers and Forrestals, to
divide them-and that they believed
the enemy within when he asked
for their sons to fight the "menace
of Bolshevik expansion." We Americans must learn from the German
tragedy, that we may not sufier it to
befall us.

The fight for peace, and against
the advocates of "inevitable" war,
is emerging as the central issue in
the r94B Presidential and Congres-

sional elections. I have every confidence that the new people's party
will show itself as a powirful force
for peace. The American people can
prove that war is avoidabie by taking
the necessary steps to check, and oust

from public life, the war-makers.
The program of the Communist
Party is a program for rallying the
American workers and people for
struggle against the men of the trusts
on every front. We support the trade
unions in every battle to throw ofi
the chains of the Taft-Hartley slave
law. We join with millions of Amer-
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in opposition to the thoughtcontrol drive and political persecutions of the House Un-American
Committee and the ]ustice Depart-

icans

ment,

I

am proud that my Party is the
of the Negro
people and supports them in every
fight against lynch terror, segregation, economic discrimination, and
other forms of national oppression.
For the Communist Party, as for
all parties and groups desiring democratic advance and social progress,
the fight for peace is paramount. We
resolutely struggle for the achievestaunchest champion

ment of a truly American foreign
policy-based on the unity of the
great powers, on American-Soviet
co-operation, and on strengthening
the United Nations.
The road to peace was charted in
the agreements entered into at Potsdam and Yalta. It leads-through international agreement to universal
disarmament.

I

reaffirm the Commu-

nist Party's opposition to universal

military training and the

draft.

These measures lead to tensions
among nations, crushing war budgets, the fascist militarization of our
youth-and in the end to war.

"The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way based on

ideas

or principles that have been invented, or discovered, by this or that would-be
r:liversal reformer.

"They merely express, in general terms, actual relations springing from an
existing class struggle, from a historical movement going on under our very
eyes.

..

,"
Kenr. Menx and Fnrornrcx Excns,
Manilesto ol the Conmunist Party.

..(}PIRATICIN

tum is destined to become the pivotal
issue of Canadian politics.
The attack on Canada's independence is three-pronged: military, eco'
nomic, political. It is the application
to Canada of the Truman Doctrine,

CANADA"
BY STANLEY B. RYERSON
Nalional Organizaiional Secretary,
Labor-Progressive Parly o{ Canada.

On March ry, Life magazine announced editorially on behalf of the
Morgan - Luce imperialists: "We
NeedCanada...."
Canadians, the editorial asserted,

, . need complete and permanent
economic union with the U.S.
A time when military strategists look
at the top of the world and see that
Canada is the only country between us
and Russia is no time to base our
judgments on the circumstances of
r9r2. . . . Today the enemy is hunger,
despair,

anarchy

Communism.

Canada's surplus foods and manufactures are unquestionably needed in this
new sort of war. Since Canada herself
has shown that she cannot Gscally operate in today's world, and since Britain

of the U.S. imperialist drive
world overlordship and

for

anti-Soviet

war.

The economic, political, and military aspects of "Operation Canada"
interpenetrate. All stem from the
basic approach of the would-be war
incendiaries: Canada as a militarized
supply area, war base, and springboard for aggression.
In the first place, geographic location makes the country the object of
avid interest on the part of the U.S.
high command. The Toronro Financial Post carried a symptomatic
front-page dispatch nearly two years
ago (June 29, 1946), headed:
CANADA "ANOTHER BELGIUM"
IN U.S. AIR BASES PROPOSALI
Ottawa-A virtual ultimatum from
the United States, calling on Canada
to fortify her northern frontier, is re-

is fiscally impotent,

it is up to the U.S.
to act. Doing so, we will not only

ported to have hastened Prime Minister

employ Canada's considerable resources
but also lighten the impact on our own
food and industrial ourpur. . . . Political
integration may be desirable, and welcome, someday, but it is not now an

rnonth.

issue, Economic union makes sense
now. , . . Who's against it, and whyl

King's return from England
Through

its membership on

this
the

Permanent foint Defense Board, the
United States is understood to have
said in efiect to C.anada:

"In

order

to do your part in the
of the American

defensive protection

This piece of unmitigated gall expresses in the crudest form the new
line of Wall Street in relation to
Canada. The answer to this ultima-

Arctic, we want you to build, or let
us build for you, a system of northern
frontier air bases to be maintained and

equipped as part of the general defensive machinery of rhis ionrinent."
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To a

government which,

in

1938,

repudiated British proposals
completely
-establishment

here

for

of a

United

Kingdom air training scheme, this bold
and forthright proposition has come
with thunderbolt effect. Were it to be
implemented in its present form, it
worrld m.an that Canada had, in efiect,
abdicated sovereignty aiong her northern frontier.
Despite admission that "the major-

made public, American troops were

already stationed at Churchill, in
northern Manitoba, and American
bombers were shuttling back and
forth in "practice flights" across the

North-West Territories,

Iies across the Arctic wastes of the
Polar regions," was soon to be
implemented in official form.
On F-ebruary rz, 1947, a U.S.Canada Military Agreement was

In

it

provided
for the Gleichscltaltotag of the Canaannounced.

essence

dian military establishment under
the command of the U.S. War Of-

fice. Formally, it observed all the
niceties of "reciprocity." Formally,
it would allow Canada to move
troops into the U.S., establish bases
in Texas and California, use American military, naval, and air facilities
and have full access to the 6.les of
U.S. Military Intelligence. That in
practice it operated wholly in the
reverse direction is of course incidental.

At the time this

Agreement was

corre-

spondent P. J. Philip:

between

Greenland and Alaska. Press indications pointed to the presence of some

six U.S.

bases

in the

Canadian

Arctic.

The strategic Positions
ity of Canadians would look during
the war on Canada's Atlantic
askance" at proposals directed to
air and naval bases in
fanklthe
turning their country into a battie Newfoundland and Labrador-and
station, it was intimated that the
the expanded base of northern opergovernment at ottawa would comations in Alaska, were now to be
ply with the Washington demands. joined by the official inclusion of the
The claim of M"i. Gen. Curtis entire Canadian Northland in the
Lemay, on behalf of the Washington
militarists, that "our frontier now

947, by New Yorft Times

acquired

American "defense zoue."
Within a matter of days of the announcement of the Agreement, four
U.S. officers were attached to the
Canadian general staff, and others
to the defense research board, the

In his address to the members.of
the Canadian Parliament, the President reassured
American aim
wider distribu

of the

earth's

among all peoples. . . . The destitute
and the oppressed of the earth look
chiefly to us for sustenance and

. . ."
Not immediately explained to our
Solons was rhe fatt that rhis ,,share
the wealth" program was to start
with the handing over of most of
suPport.

CANADA"
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America which had emerged from
the war prosperous and enriched; in
t947, there were 69 per cent more
Canadians in jobs than in rg39, producing 50 per cent to 6o per cent
more per capita; civilian consumption had increased by 4o per cent,
and the rate of investment was more
than twice as high as in 1939. Yet
the whole foundation of the economy was precarious in the extreme.
Close to a third of the national
income is accounted for by export
trade; and this trade has hitherto
had as its base a triangular relationship involving Britain and the U.S.
relationship which Britain's posr-a
war bankruptcy has made incieasingly inoperative.
The extreme vulnerability of the
Canadian capitalist economy has ite
historic roots in the conditions under

adjutant-general's branch, and to the
master-general of ordnance.

The transformation of

Canada

into an outright military protectorate
of Yankee imperialism was by now
an accomplish.O

t;.,.

A first installment of

came

.
President Trurnan, having visited
Mexico in March, 947, in ]une
turned his attention to Canada' The
motivation of his visit to Ottawa'

where he reiterated his "Doctrine"
and hinted at what was shortlY to
become the "Marshall PIan," was
inadvertently revealed on ]une r3,

revelation

with the outbreak of the ,,dol_

. The postwar deepening of the capitalist general crisii haJhit C".,^,i"

in

a peculiar way.

two imperialist

It

was one

srates

in

of the
North

of the rgth century the building of

the transcontinental railways provided the backbone of industrialization. From industrial capitalism the
economy passed into the monopoly,
imperialist stage in the first qrrrti.
of the present century.
Two points should be noted in
regard to rhe economy of this small
imperialist power;
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r. While highly industrialized- to 40 Der cent of Canada's exPorts
went t; the U.S., and another z6 Per
manufactures in r939 represented
49 per cent of the total net producLion, agriculture 23 per cent, and in
rg44 the share of manufactures ap
proached 6o per cent-there persisted in the structure of the econ-

omy a certain one-sided emphasis.
Production for export of partly processed materials of mineral and forest

origin held a key position, while

fully

manufactured items, parLicu-

larly in basic tools of production,
constituted an important part of the
country's imports.* In 1946, food
products constituted 37 per cent of

our total exports, forest products 27
per cent, base metals ro per cent.
z. Canadian imperialism emerged
within the British imperial setup,
and developed as an area of largescale Americon monopoly-capitalist
investment. As a secondary imperialist power, Canada inevitably bore
the imprint of those "transitional
forms of dependence" of which
Lenin spoke in Imperialism. The
position is illustrated both in the
external trade picture and in the
capital investment structure.
ln ry46, almost three-quarters of
all imports were from the U.S.; close

cent to the United Kingdom. "The
United States aPPears to have a
firmer grip on the Canadian market
than ittid before the warr" the oficial Canada Yearboo\, 1947, comments. Half of the American Pur-

chases from Canada were forest
products, half of these being in the

iorm of newsprint; two-thirds of
United Kingdom Purchases were
foodstufls.

ln :.939, foreign caPital in Canada
*rr .iti-"ted at $6'9 billion. Of
this, $4.2 billion was American,

$2.5

billion British.
ln ry45, foreign investments in
Canada totalled $7.r billion. U.S.
capital now accounted for $a.9 billion, British for $r.7 billion. In manufacturing, about one-third of the
total capital is now U.S.-controlled,
with outright U.S. dominance in
the following key industries: auto,
rubber, electrical, oil refining, chemi-

cals, non-ferrous metals.

Private Canadian investments
abroad totalled $r.3 billion it ;945,
or slightly less than in 1939. (Of the
direct investments in businesses outside Canada,

a

substantial part

is

represented by branch and subsidiary
of impons and exports by degre

procesing, io
of'Percentage
orisit (1919)'

of miteral md forest
,*p6tt Exportr
MINERAL
Fully mnufacnrrcd -..-..-..-.. 7l/o
3AVo
Partly manufamed ------------ 4
52
18
Raw material -----.--.--------.---- 25
FOREST
Iully manufacured .-.----...--.- 81
56
Pmly manufamlred -.----..--.- 17
)5
2
Raw material
9
(Canath Yeobooh, l94l)
products

lines of the Canadian railways in the
U.S., and by investments of U.S.-

controlled Canadian subsidiaries in
Empire and other countries-Ford,
General Motors, Imperial Oil, etc:).
After operating for over half a
century within the framework of a

riangular trade relationshi5selling
to Britain and other countries more
than was purchased from them, and
using the proceeds to cover a large
trade deficit with the United StatesCanadian capitalism is now confronted with an acute crisis. The
triangle is no longer workable,
thanks to the "dollar crisis." The
uneven development

of

capitalism,

accelerated to an extreme degree, has

completely undermined the weak
foundations of Canada's trade struc-

ture. A drastic reorientation of national policy has become an ines-

capable necessity.

Either a reactionary or a progressive solution is possible.
The Canadian bourgeoisie, wirh
hereditary syncophantism, has
chosen the former. ln the face of the

clear prospect of impending economic crisis, the country is to be
still more firmly committed to the
stormladen economy of Wall Street.
The Abbott Plan (named after the
Dominion Minister of Finance who
has sponsored it) proposes to ,'solve"
the problem by combining the reduction of living standards of the masses
(through increased taxes and import
restrictions) wirh moves in the direction of de-industrialization of the
economy. The leader of the Labor_

Progressive Party, Tim Buck, last
January characterized the scheme as
follows:
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States finance-capital and

rts

great

monopoly industries.

It is a plan to hinge Canada's economy increasingly upon the production

of raw materials and specialties, such
for United States industry. It is a plan to reduce the weight
of the finished goods industries in our
as newsprint,

national economy, Even worse,

it

is

a plan to wipe out Canadian sovereignty by giving the United States
government a direct voice in deciding
the direction and level of

Canada's

economic development.

The Canadian monopolists make
much of their hopeful expectations
regarding the Marshall Plan. Here is
supposed to be found the "justification" for the subordination of Canada's economy to the U.S.
The loud fanfare which accompanies current speculations about the
manna to be dropped by the all-wise

Washington philanthropists

effec-

tively drowns out the not-so-pleasant
truth. Manufactured goods in the
list of possible E.R.P. orders from
than five per
majority of

d will

prob-

other foodstuffs, timber. The outcome
dependence

-further
rial exports,

will

be

on raw mate-

heightened U.S. domi-

nation of the economy.

The readiness of the Canadian
finance-capitalists to turn the country into a raw materials supply base

for the American w". ma.hin. *r,
It is a plan to make Canada's na- illustrated by the annual report of
tional economy tributary to United Mr. S. G. Dobson, presidenf of the

Royal Bank of Canada. Greeting the
Marshall Plan, he proceeded to offer
his country for sale:
Cinada's resources will reIieve the strain on {J.S. resources.
We have many natural resources not
to be found in the U.S., and many
which are becoming scarce in that

Use
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of

country, .

.

Two days earlier (]anuary 6, ry48),
the New York Herald Tribune had
published an editorial on Canada,
in which it referred to this country
as'one which "contains natural riches
comparable to those which we have
been exploiting, and still virtually
intact. . . . In exchange for our finished goods we shall be able to call
upon her wealth in pulp and paper

in lumber, fur and minerals."
Then, to make the point quite plain:

stock,

"TLe bonds of friendship between
us have become hooks of steel."

Whose are the hooks, and whose
the fesh, would seem sufficiently
apparent!

Speaking in Parliament in the
third week of March, Finance Minister Abbott made quite explicit the
basic orientation of the King government's economic policy:
Instead of using labor in Canada to
convert the metal into things our own
people consume, we shall sell the raw
materials. 'We can sell all the copper,
all the nickel, all the aluminum- and
so on, we produce; and we can sell it

for hard curredcy.

Indeed, for hard currency one can

In that transaction
the Canadian ruling class is busily

sell one's country.
engaged.

i+**
In r93r the Statute of Westminster, adopted by the British Parliament, gdve legal recognition to the
equality of status of m<lmbers of the
Commonwealth, "in no way subordinate, one to another." The Canadian bourgeoisie, having entered the
monopoly<apitalist phase of development, had asserted their de lacto
independence in the years following
World War I.
Today, the Canadian bourgeoisie
is consummating the most brazen
and far-reaching betrayal of a history
that numbers many such betrayals
(from the defeated Revolution of
rB37 onwards). Despite difierences
as to method, and variants in approach dictated by degree or character of British or Canadian investment-interest, the ruling class is
taking thc path to a new colonialism.
Canada as the satellite-adjunct o[
A_merican imperialist reaction-such
is the bright prospect held forth by
the policies of Mackenzie King.
In the manner of the men of Vichy
the artisans of national betrayal invoke the "menace of Communism"
as the unanswerable justification of
any and every infamy. The same pretext serves as the means to the carrying through, on a pattern inspired
by U.S. reaction, of measures directed
toward fascist militarization.
On March 8, |ohn Foster Dulles

addressed the Canadian Club in
Torontol he was reported as having
told the people and government of
Canada: "Get busier in Pan-American defense!" A week later, Mackenzie King spoke at length in the
House of Commons on his tireless
efiorts to promote an anti-Communist crusade. The picture in the
country as a whole today indicates
that some at least of his U.S. mentors' orders are being carried out.
Trade union rights and civil liberties are under fire from coast to
coast in Canada today--because
Wall Street's militarization program
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LaCroix Bill is by no means unrelated to the fact that this party's chief

campaign slogan is: "Keep Canada
Independent! "

Yet despite the "Red scare" ballyhoo and provocation, the masses of
Canadians are

not being so

easily

In a Gallup Poll report
of March z7 it was indicated thir 4z
stampeded.

per cent of those questioned felt that
the
facing
the
P.ces'

the

cent

,,0.5i1

sidering that the press and radio are
outdoing themselves in efforts to

prove that the issue is the "menace
oJ Communism," it rvould appear
that the hysteria-inciters are fafung
short of full success.
Nevertheless, reaction is far from
being halted in its tracks. Canadian
Communists,

..f!.. application of the fascist-type
"Padlock Law" against the Fren&Canadian labor weekly Combat in
Quebec is not unrelated to reaction's
fear of the anti-imperialist, anti{onscription stand of the French-Cana_
dian

masses.

The exclusion of Harrv pollitt

from_ Canada, simultaneously with

the barring from puerto Iiico of
/uan Marinello, Cuban Communist
Presidential nominee, is part of the
emerging pattern of a -U.S.-dominated hemisphere war-base.
The threat to ban the Labor-progressive Party under the pending

tional policy
Abbott Plan,
pendence of
of her would-be betrayers, are working to bring about' the broadest
united front of labor, the farmers,
and all democratic Canadians.

A

C()MMINT

velopments in the West. I therefore
welcome a serious and authoritative

(}frI

STAIE CAPIIATI$M
AND S(}CIAI-I$M

review o[ my book which has recently appeared abroad, in which
the reviewer challenges my estimate
of the People's States, and also raises
certain theoretical questions pertaining to my treatment of state capital-

ON STATE CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM
nomic basis of the new democracy in
the countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe.

"In order to characterize the basis

ism.

BY JAMES S. ALLEN

Iw nav noor Woild MonoPolY

and

Peace, written during 1945 and Published in 1946, an attempt is made
to analyze the principal changes in
basic world relations resulting from

changes in Eastern EuroPe
contains an incorrect estimate. Since
the book was lvritten, the new Peo-

with

ple's democracies have Progressed
beyond the limited horizons I
had foreseen. With every Passing

iar

ism.

The review appeared in the Bol'
sheuill*, No. zo, of October 30, 1947,
and was written by I. Kuzminov, a
member of the Editorial Board. The
reviewer summarized the book, section by section, for the Russian
reader. He emphasized especially
those portions of the book which
discuss the role of capitalist monoPo-

lies in connection with the second
world war and their present role as
instigators of a new war.
Of the fourteen pages in the magazine devoted to the review, the last
two pages call attention to the weaknesses and shortcomings of the work,
referring in this connection to Chapter XII on "State Capitalism, Fascism and Democracy." Before turning to a discussion of the questions
raiied by the reviewer, I quote for
the reader's benefit the critical part
of the review in full.

I.

4zt

KUZMINOV'S CRITICISM

progressive and democratic. He cdnsiders it necessary to'distinguish between imperialist state capitalism,

government intervention
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"Lenin spoke of the 'progressive
of state monopoly capitalism only in one sense, 1.e., that state
character'

monopoly capitalism, as the highesr
possible stage of socialization of pro-

duction within the framework of
capitalism is 'the fullest material
preparation for socialism, is its
threshold, is that rung on the historic ladder between which rung and
the one called socialism there are
no intcrmediate rungs.' fCollected
Worfr.s, Vol. XXI, Book I, p.

in favor of
the monopolies and reacdon, and zrz.-Ed.l

democratic state capitalism, govern-

ment intervention
people as

in favor of the

a

monopolies

"The read
Allen define
the new de
oly capitalis

"Lenin stressed and reiterated this
idea. But James Allen, while citing
Leniu, asserts that such an intermediate step is possible-that 'progressive' and 'democraticr' that is,
ennobled and hallowed, state mo-

'democratic'

he examine
the countries of the new democracy,
among them the nationalization of
industry, and evaluates them as

cratic power. 'State monopoly capitalism,' he writes, 'can become piogressive in reality, can become a step
measures of state capitalism.
toward Socialism, can be made to
"Evidently Allen does not see how benefit the whole people only when
much nonsense is contained in his the state is in the hands of a
revolutionary democratic coalition.'
lWorld Monopoly and Peace, p.
258.-Ed.l In other words, the
author considers possible a peculiar
tion of the economic basis of the division of power, political power
new democracy distorts the character being in the hands of a people's deof the most important democratic re- mocracy while full economic power
forms.
is retained by the monopolists.
"If
capitalist monopolies generally
"Such a situation, such a division
denote reaction, then state monopoly of power may actually take place,
capitalism is t}e basis of the blackest but only for a very brief period. For
reaction.
it is a case of either-or: either the
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monopolics, having
power,

the

efiective

ment;

liquida

lies. T
constltute

a step toward

socialism.
This. is precisely whar Lenin empha-

sized-that a

revolutionary-demo-

cratic government cannot halt mid-

even the confiscation

of Lenin's view that a revolutionary
democrat is not afraid of socialism

oi the personal

property of the monopolists, directors, board members, and large

but

courageously advances toward
socialism. The experience of these
countries shows 'that decisive strug-

shareholders, and their imprisonment for sabotaging and impeding
the task. Lenin warned that the monopolists would not give up their

positions withour

a fight, and he

foresaw the need for resolute measures to suppress their resistance.

"'In

'it is impossible to go
forward without going toward irepeatedly that

cialism.'

"Allen writes that the program
developed by Lenin in his wtrk Tle

Lenin

'that the regulation
if it is to be realized
in earnest, demands a simultaneous
nationalization of both banks and
stressed

of economic life,

order to do something serious, one must pass, in a realiy revolutionary way from bureaucracy to
democracy, i.e., declare war against
the oil kings and shareholders, decree the confiscation of their property, and jail sentences for deiaying
the nationalization of the oil industry, for concealing incomes or accounts, for sabotaging production,
for not taking steps toward increasing production.' lOp. cit., p. rgz.Ed.l
"Is such a war against monopolists
compatible with the preservation of
the power of the monopolists I Is it
compatible with the preservation of
the old property relations? Naturally
not. It signifies undermining the
power of the monopolists and intervention in the sphere of capitalist
ownership, which in its develcpment
must lead to decisive liquidation of
monopoly rule and the establishment
of a socialized sector in the country's
economy.

"Lenin unequivocallv pointed out

measures as indicated
above constitute steps toward socialism.

that such

"The experience of the new

de-

mocracies clearly confirms the truth

the people, where big
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industry,

transport, anci the banks belong to
the State, and where the leading

force

is the bloc of the

iaboring

gle against the forces of reaction
could not stop rnidway, that revolutionary democracy, once in powcr,
advanced courageously and could
not but advance toward decisive
reorganizations

cialist development.'

in the

economic

form the foundation
for the developrnent of these countries along the road to socialism.

"'The new

democratic power in

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, R.omania, Po-

land, Czechoslovai<ia, Ftrungary, and
Albania,' said Cornrade Zhdano'r in
his report to the information conference of representatives from a nlrial-

ber of Communist Parties,

I)t

SOCIAI-ISIVI

of the population headed by
the working class. As a result, the
peoples of these countries not only
rid themselves of the grip of imperialism; they also laid the basis
for the transition to the road of so-

sphere, which

i

,'\ND

'sup-

ported by the popular rlrasses, v/as
able to carry through in the shortest
possible time such proqressive democratic transformations as the bourgeois democracies are incapable of
achieving. The agrarian reform has
given land to the peasxnts and has
brought about the liquidarion of the
class of the landecl g,eltry" The na-

tionalization of large-scale industry
and of the banks, as well as confiscrrtion of the property of traitors wir,r
collaborated lvith the Germans, have
radically undermined the positions
of monopoly capital in these countries and have freed the masses from
imperialist enslavement.
"'The basis was laid for Statt,
national, ovznership and a new type
of State was created-the people's
Republic-where power belongs to

classes

"In the economy of the countries
of the ne,.l, democracy, monopolists

no longer play a role. Consequently,
one cannot speak of state monoPoly
capitalism in these countries. A capitalist sector does exist, but it is not
the leading and decisive sector. Pri-

vate capitalist economy and

state

capitalism exist there as separate formations, but they are not the leading
and decisive factors. The economy
in the countries of people's democracy is a many-siderl economy; however, the leading role is played by the
socialized sector. In carrying through

the nationalization of industry and
the banks, the governments in the
countries of people's democracy
have undertaken measures of a
socialist character, and have taken a
serious step on the road toward socialism. This not only helped to dispose of the deep roots of internal
reaction but enabled them also to
lay the groundwork for the transition of their countries toward socialist development. In vain is ]ames
Allen's fear to acknowledge this fact,
which is of enormous historical signi6cance.

"The noted defects of Allen's book
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are the more regrettable since the
basic part of the book is written with
evident knowledge of the subject,
and the material is analyzed from

correct positions. In its basic part,
Allen's book is of great interest and
will unquestionably be useful."

country, are enlarging the socialist
sector of the world. Despite many
variations in the form and rempo of
their postwar development, the People's States have this in common:
within these countries the dominant
positions have been gained for mak-

ing the transition 1e 5sci4lism.
In my book I emphasized many
Kuzminov correctly points out of the new and revolutionary develthat the mosr serious defect of the opments, but only up to a certain
book is to be found in the treatment point, that is, short of the most dyof the economy of the new democra- namic feature, the creation of a
cies. I was coming to similar con- state-owned, socialist sector from
clusions. Since the book was pub- which the entire economy can be led
lished, developments in the People's to socialism. To characterize the naII. COMMENT ON THE CRITICISM

Republics and more complete information that became available on this
side of the Atlantic showed my esti-

mate was incorrect. Above all it
suffered from failure to appreciate
the socialist character of nationalization by the People's States of industry, banking, transport, and mineral
resources. In addition, the approach
to these questions led to certain er-

tionalized sector as state capitalism

is both incorrect and an underestimation of the historic turn. The
distinguishing feature of this change
is its socialist core, which determines

both the nature of the rransformation and the direction of its development. This was the central "omission" in my analysis, from which all
else followed.

What is the source of this mis? Kuzminov contends that it
stems from a theory of "progressive
state monopoly capitalism." This
r The New Democtacies
criticism led me to examine closely
The establishment of rhe new the theoretical approach of the book
People's States represents a basic as a whole.
shift of world relations in favor of
In the rest of the book I combat
socialism. These states are withdrawn similar theories, such as the possifrom the world orbit of monopoly bility of organizing world capitalism
capital, from the imperialisr sphere. and overcoming its inherent anarAs an outgrowth of their national chy through cartels and world trusts.
liberation struggle during the war, I also combat the related theory of
the peoples of the new democracies "progressive" imperialism of which
in their own way, in accordance with Earl Browder is an advocate. The
the specific circumstances of their concepts of the unequal development
roneous concepts
state capitalism

with

respect to

in general.

take
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of capitalism and of the general crisis

of

capitalism, both characteristics
being simultaneously deepened as
the result of the war, are basic in
the book to the entire analysis of
world relations. The new aggressive
role of American imperialism, and
the new dangers of war and fascism
arising therefrom, are clearly described. Obviously, it would .have
been impossible to estimate the postwar situation correctly, especially in
1945, from the theoretical viewpoint
of "progressir,r state monopoly capitalism," which, as I point out in relation to "progressive" imperialism,
is a contradiction in terms. (P. ,qo.)
Nevertheless, it seems that certain
contradictions and elements of confusion did creep into my theoretical
approach. I was not "constructing"
a theory of "progressive" monopoly
capitalism. But somehow certain elements of such a theory did appear in
my work. In my opinion, this contradiction arises from a mechanical
comparison between the Socialist

Revolution in Russia and the transformation in Eastern Europe after
World War II.
Great historic events like the Socialist Revolution of r9r7, which
opened a new world epoch, create
a certain precedent, a certain classic
form, with which all succeeding revolutions are inevitably compared. As
concerns the essence of such events
there is mrrch in common, for the
essence

of the revolutionary

process

in this period is development toward
socialism. But as concerns the specific road and the form, many vari-

This was the case in my approach
to the People's States of Eastern Europe. Essentially the initial socialist
turn was taking place, under working<lass leadership and also in alliance with the peasantry, as was the

case in Russia. Naturally, the revoIution expresses itself not in accordance with the immediate precedents
or the specific conditions of the Russian Revolution, but within the context of the entire preceding experience common to these countries, and
with variations arising from the prevailing conditions and the traditions
of each country. Their revolutions
are an outgrowth of the struegle
against fascism and national enslave-

ment. This struggle during World
War II produced a new form of people's power, the national liberation
committees and the people's fronts,
which also established a new form
of government, the People's State,
when the completely discredited collaborationist-bourgeois regimes were
defeated

in the war. Thanks to

the

Soviet Union, these small counries
do not stand alone. Some even are
likely to proceed more swiftly along
the, socialist path than wa$,the casF

in

Russia after the Soviets took

power

in

rgr7.
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which occurred in Eastern Europe.
Although retaining some similarities
with the bourgeois Parliamentary
nt, theY exPress
unCer the leading class, but in

in

Rustorvard social-

occurrecl

sia. The basic turn is
ism, and the content of the PeoPle's
State is the alliance of the workers,
peasants and other PeoPle's strata,
under the leadership of the working
class. The direction is tor'vard the
further consolidation of the people's
and the building of so-cialism.
power
- Failing
to recognize in full the
real content of the change in Eastern

ments

in

Eastern EuroPe were al-

class led

in which the working
by the Communist PartY

held the initiative. This process was
completed earlier in Yugoslavia, Iater
-foday, while the
in oiher countries.
reactionary
struggle against the-the

d

is no

u

f<rrcei rem"ins sharp,

problem

longer

power but to c
potuer already

the socialist
lished, to fortify the aliiance between
the workers and the peasants already
expressed in the PeoPle's State, and
to-embark on the course of socialist
development.

lution, the germs of a Program o{
state capitalism that would "explain"

theoretically the content of the Peoiate stage
estimate of the new democracies.

ism," before or after the socialist
revolution. It was a policy for going
over to socialism, ance a reuolu.tion'

ed
is
he
st-

nnot be ttsed to

of

state caPitalist
new democracies.

to an end,
the old capitalisrlandlord govern'
came

caoitalist" form of state. Even in the

..ir-romicellv bcckward cottntries'
rvhich have been subordinated to
international monopoly capital, state
capitalism as the Predominant and

central sector of the economy cannot

It

can be only state

monopoly capitalism, and these countries remain adjuncts to imperialism.
State capitalism signifies measures
of state control and ownership without a change in the basic capitalist

ernments,

Failure to recognize the socialisr
turn that was actually taking place,
led to another mistake-to the con-

ialism.
capitalist
from his
program, Lenin's policy rvas not fo!'
thelealization of "full state capital-

be democratic.

ready being replaced by people's gov-

relations of production. Had the
East European countries carried
through nationalization in the manner of state capitalism, it would be
incorrect to speak of a basic social
change, of a socialist change. Foi the
foreign monopolies, which were
strongly entrenched in these coun-

socialism had begun.

of
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This is

the

state capitalism. This is
what Lenin meant when he wrote:
opposite

"Socialism is nothing but the next
step forward from state monopoly
capitalism."

In

of the nationalized
the People's State can now

possession

sector,

proceed to build up the socialist fac-

tors of the economy, which are also
the most important branches of the
economy. From this vantage point
the People's State can strengthen the
alliance between the workers and the

tries, and the native capitalists mainly dependent upon them, would con-

peasantry, establishing a firm link
between socialist industry and agriculture. The state sector of trade can
now also be extended, and the co-

The state would pass on to the capitalists the surplus value produced
by the workers in the nationalized
industries. These countries rvould
then remain capitalist in their entirety, with a large measure of state
control for the benefit of the mo-

operatives can be brought into closer
relation with the state. Social planning can begin-as shown in more
complete form by the Five-Year Plan

tinue to exploit the workers even
within the nationalized enterprises.

nopolists. And they would also remain semi-colonial-vassels of the
irnperialist powers.
But just the opposite occurred in
Eastern [,urope. The people's power
was established. The nationalized
sector became predominantly socialist from the start, the main economic
foundation of the People's State. A
beginning was made in ending the
exploitation of man by man, in the

emancipation of the workers from
class and national oppression. An
end was put to the draining of surplus value and natural resources out
of the country, thus ending tutelage

to

imperialism. The transition to

of Yugoslavia, and in initial stages
by the two- and three-year plans of
the other People's Republics.
Of course, state capitalism plays
a secondary although still important
role in the new democracies, if state
capitalism in these countries is understood as regulation by the People's State of the private capitalist
sector in small industry, trade and
agriculture. Its aim is to control and
direct the private capitalist sector in
the interests of the over-all plan of
development toward socialism. This
is no longer state capitalism as it
exists in the capitalist states. The
People's State employs measures of

state regulation over the capitalist
sector,

to contain and

subordinate

it, to diminish its role in the

econ-
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omy, and eventually ro eliminate it.
Socialism is the permanent element,

which rvill grow until it eventually
characterizes the entire economv,
The element of state capitalism is
transitory, for the private capitalist
sector itself is temporary, being increasingly subordinated to the socialist sector. The disappearance of
private capitalism, and with it of
state capitalism, is already being prepared by the further advance toward
socialism.

Within the capitalist sector private
accumulation continues, although it
is held in check by the People's State.
But the general environment within
which it operates increasingly prevents the capitalist sector from transmitting its inherent anarchy to the
economy as a whole. Anarchy within
this sector persists, for it is an in-

trait of capitalist producit is leashed by the People's State, and it is overshadowed
by the planned production of the

ment as the regularly recurring features of capitalism.

The matter is more

complicated

in agriculture, the most fertile source
of the "free" market and of private
accumulation within the countries

of the new

democracy. However,
regulation of the marl.et by the People's State and the growing weight
of the socialist sector open the way
to overcoming the backwardness of
small-scale peasant production, and
lead toward the transformation of
agriculture in a socialist direction.

count for only a small portion of
agricultural production, although
they are growing. Private ownership
in land remains as a general characteristic, as does private accumulation

tion, but

by the peasant after payment of the
tax to the state. Because of its ownership of basic industry, transport, and
banking, the People's State can directly help the peasant improve his
output, can supply cheap state credit
for the modernization of agriculture
and for co-operative production with
machines, can improve the position
of the poor and middle peasant at
the expense of the rich peasant, and
can gradually replace private trading
and credit among the peasantry with
state and cooperative trading and

growing weight of state trade and

6nance, state controls can be used
to co-ordinate the private sector with
the general plan in such a fashion as
to diminish and contain its anarchic
elements. Thus, the position is won

for eliminating crises and

unem-

ployment. On the other hand, state
monopoly capitalism, no matter how
highly developed, cannot overcome
the anarchy of production typical of

capitalism. Therefore,

it

cannot

eliminate crises and mass unemploy-

tor by

increasing the role

capitalist elements
as well as through

of

banking.

The theory of state capitalist development in Eastern Europe is not
only incorrect but it is useful to the
forces seeking to hinder socialist de-
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intervening stage is linked with sim-

the

like to drag state
capitalism, to tran

capitalist industry managed by the
state for the benefit of ihe former
private owners. Eventuaily, in this
manner they hope to return the na-

Peasants' production co-operatives

represent a transitional form from
private peasant agriculture to collective farming. But these still ac-

escapable

growing socialist sector. IJnder these
circumstances, alongside socialist production in basic industry and the

velopment. These forces would like
to undermine the state socialist sec_

necessary to understand this in
America because the monopoly capitalists of the United States continue
their efforts to halt the new socialist
advance by encouraging the capitalists within the new democracies, by

supporting the political groupings
seeking a return to the capitaliit
way, and by economic blockade and
atomic bullying.

For the reasons already discussed,
the concept of "democratic" state
capitalism as an intermediary stage
between capitalism and socialism ls

false. Such a theory can even play
a reactionary role. It also can distort
our approach toward the problems of
the people's strugElle against monopoly and reaction in the West.

z. Perspectiue in the West
The theory of state capitalist development in Eastern Europe as an

United States. before the transition
to socialism.
With respect to Britain, I pointed
out correctly that the nationalization measures of the British Labor
Government served the interests of
the monopolists, who continue to
receive from the state the surplus
value of the workers in the natipnalized sector. "The Labor Partyr"

I

wrote, "had merely taken over irnperialist state capitalism, and continued to ruo things very much in
the old fashion." But I also added:
"Imperialist stare capitalism would
have to be transformed into democratic state capitalism by the working class and the popular forceg in
their advance to socialism, before
any worthwhile progress could be

in solving the basic problems
of the British people. (P. 267.)
The question is not to transform
imperialist state capitalism into
"democratic" state capitalism. In this
context this may be misconstrued
to mean what the Right-wing Lab,orites call "democratic socialism"made"

socialist phrases, bdt deeds in the
interests of monopoly capitalism.
The question is to find the specific
path of transition from monopoly
capitalism to socialism. A real "advance toward socialism" can be made
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working class, ridding
ttselt of-the
reircrionary Social-Demo-

after World War II. Certainly, important variations are also to be ex-

its

pected as between Britain and the

as

the

United States, or other

capitalist

i^g

countries" However, the substance oi

A similar confusion arises in dealing with state monopoly capitalism
in the United Srares. On the one
hand, I pointed out correctly that

cialist, and not from monopoly capi-

state intervention serves the interests

of monopoly, and that very extensive
intervention in the economy has occurred only in the special conditions
of war, preparations for war, or of
economic crisis. But I add: "k is
also true that under peacetime con-

(P. ,sl.)
The first part of this statement is
correct. The second part carries forward rhe concept of an intermediate
stage of "democratic" state capitalism, and is therefore incorrect. Without a people's government, and the
uprooting of the monopolies, state
monopoly capitalism cannot be
transformed into its opposite, and
measures of state regulation can
neither eliminate the basic anarchy
of the- system nor assume a truly
democratic character, a socialist character.

No doubt the specific conrse of development in Britain and the United

will be quite dif{erent than in
Russia in r9r7 or in Eastern Europe

States

any real turn

in this period is so-

talism to some form of "democratic
capitalism," although a "mixed"
economy may exist for a period after
the transition has begun and before
a country becomes completely socialist.

It is also obvious that the political
struggle itself, and the general conditions under which it proceeds during the period preceding a change in
state power, determine the form of
the people's state and the specific

path of transition to socialism. As
can be seen in Italy and France,
where the question of state power is
on the order of the day, the depth
of a political crisis does not in itielf
change the nature of the capiralist
state, despite the fact that various
state capitalist measures ar:e deemed
necessary. Capitalism and the capitalist state remain reactionary, and
nothing that can be done to them
even rvhen they are on the verge of

transition can change that basic po-

litical characteristic. The change can
be brought about only by the transfer of power to the vzorking class
and its allies, the prerequisite for
the transition to socialism. There is
no intermediate stage between capi
talism and socialism.
At this time in the United States
the level of the political struggle has
not attained the point where a peo-

ple's state is on the order of the day.
The question is difierent. A broad

people's movement is developing
against the growing danger of war
and against reaction. It is the beginning of a movement of popular
resistance and defense against the
warmongers and the inroads of reaction. Its main significance is its
anti-war and antifascist character,
and on these questions it finds common ground with the forces of democracy and socialism the world
over. But in its present phase the
people's movement in the United
States is not directed toward a basic
change either in the state power or
in the capitalist system. It will develop in that direction, in the course
of the struggle against war and reaction. In the meantime, the program commonly accepted by the
anti-war movement is concerned
with changes in national policy and
such demands as can be properly
called reforms, along the iinei ot

governmental measures

that would

immgdiately benefit the people.
In this situation, when the devel-

opment

of the

people's anti-war
movement is of paramount importance, I think it necessary to avoid,
on the one hand, a negative approach to such concessions and reforms that can be won by a people's
movement, and on the other hand,
confusion rvith respect to the basic
forces involved. The people's movement in the United States can become a formidable barrier halting
aggressive drive of monopoly
capital abroad and at home, and in

the
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doing this also develop the forces
that can efiectively chaiienge thc
power of the monopolists. This is its
great significance. The development
of this movement, and the important victories it can win if it is powerful enough, does not mean that
American imperialism is capable of
pursuing a progressive course, or
that it is entering upon an intermediate stage of "democratic capitalism."
The people's movement should be
directed against monopoly capital
and imperialism. It now demands
as ttre central "concession" from the
imperialist government that it end
the drive toward war and fascism.
In my book I warned against a
formal approach to the problem of
nationalization, that is, withou[ regard to its content and the type of
state power. We have seen that in
every basic social transformation,
whether in Russia after the first
world war or in Eastern Europe today, nationalization played a key
role. But this does not mean that
every measure of nationalization undertaken by whatever government is
a progressive act. Aside from their

material significance in hastening
the process of socialization of industty (while accumulation remains
private), nationalization measures
play quite a different role in the
hands of a capitalist state than in a
People's State.
As long as the state remains as is,
measures of state capitalism, includ-

ing nationalization, are in substance
reactionary; for they lead to an ever
closer merger

of

monopoly capital
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and the state. This was seen mosr
in Nazi Germany, where the

clearly

tate the growth of a new war economy.

I'hus, more regulation over

the

economy or more nationalization by

a capitalist state does not in

itself

of the state nor
transform the essence of its politics.
State capitalism in this counuy
reached a relatively high level duiing World War II, but this neither
changed the just characrer of the
anti-Axis war nor made progressives out of the American monopo.
lists. However, it did extend the
merger of monopoly and government, which matured even further
after the end of the war. This closer
merging could not help but produce
change the character

monopolies, the militarists who retained their semi-feudal roots, and
the state bureaucracy, including the
Emperor circle. This is the direttion
of the development of state monopoly capitalism in general, although it

rlray be further advanced in

country than

in

one

another.

During the war, merging of monopoly with government reached
new levels, not only in Britain, but
also in this country. Government the most reactionary political efiects,
war industry and the wartime eco- the full force of which is now innomic controls were firmly in the creasingly being felt in the realm
hands of the trusts. Decontrol was both of domestic and foreign policy.
also carried out primarily with a
Whether a specific measure of
view to the postwar interests of the state intervention or nationalization
monopolies. And today, despite the should be supported by progressive
outcry of the reactionaries against forces must be determined, not by
an abstract approach to nationalization in general, but in relation to the
role that a specific measure would
play. In the present situation such
management ancl lease

of ttre

siz-

able industries owned by the Federal Government. These are the national enterprises devoted to war
preparations: like the atomic energy
industry, the synthetic riibber industry and many standby munitions
plants. There is also noticeable a
trend toward imposing again various
Federal controls, similar to the wartime controls, which would facili-

economic measures by the state
would be predominantly part of the
preparations for war.
State monopoly capitalism devel-

ops the objective material conditions

for a transition to socialism.But only
the material conditions. The political essence of state monopoly capitalism remains reaction. And reaction must be fought by political
means. The success of the political
struggle prepares the transition to

socialism, and

of

not some new form

capitalism.

While much of what I have said is
clearly stated in my book, the contradictions and confusions pointed
out earlier tend to distort the general perspective. The theory of state
capitalist development in Eastern
Europe and the concept of "democratic" state capitalis?n as an iatermediate stage are interlinked. Both
concepts are erroneous. objectively,
they give certain aid and comfort to

SCCIALISM
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those who construct a theory of "pro.
gressive" imperialism or "democratic" monopoly capitalism, which
serve to conceal the reactionary and
aggressive essence of imperialism.
If corrected in time, a mistake can
be turned into an advantage providing we achieve greater clarity in the
process. There is much still to be
said about the questions touched on
here. It is to be hoped that this will
encourage further discussion.

"A great international demonstration must be organized to take place at a
certain time and in such a manner that simultaneously the workers in every country and every town should demand of the public authorities the limitations of
the working day to eight hours and the operation of the other decisions of the
Paris International Congress.
In view of the fact the American Federation of Labor at its Congress held
St, Louis in December, 1888, decided to hold such a demonstration on the
First of May, r89o, that day is accepted as the day of the international demonstration.
in

The workers in the different countries are to organize the demonstration
along lines dictated by the conditions of their country."
Resolution

of the

of the First

Congress

Second Internationil, 18"89.
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AGAIIIST TRUMAI\I
BY MAX GORDON

Hrsronrc FAcrs

AND ltnsoNncrs, said

Marx, citing Hegel, occur twice"the first time as tragedy, the second
as farce."

Half

a century ago, the nation was

headed

by a Democratic

as thoroughly a creature

president

of the bank-

ing interests of Wall Street as is Mr.
Trumhn, and as completely surrounded by them.
Then, too, there was a movement
to replace President Cleveland by a
Democratic Party candidate who
might prevent mass desertion from
that party to a third party. But where
the revolt against the monopolydominated Cleveland Administrition

within his party was genuine
("tragic" in the rhetorical sense in

which Hegel used the term), the
to substitute a Democratic candidate for Truman is certainly a historic farce.
ALTGELD FIGHTS CLEVELAND

to line up the Democratic machines
in sufficient strength to replace him.
"As has been seen, the Democrats
who controlled the convention in
Chicago made this platform and
named their candidates with a view
to securing the endorsement of the
Populists," said a political handbook
of the day published by the NonPartisan Bureau of Political Information. "It was thought with their
support enough Western states could
be carried to insure the election of
the Democratic candidates."

But the opposition to Cleveland
did not stop merely at changing candidates and writing a Populistsounding platform. It repudiated his
Administration, the only time in
American history that a political
party did this to its own President.
This opposition was not simply
one of electoral expediency. Led by
the great Governor Altgeld of Illinoii,
it was built upon the bitterness and
the hostility of a very large section
of the Democratic Party to the monopoly program of the Cleveland

present effort

The Democratic Party of 1896 was
confronted with the Populist movement, which had captured five states
and had elected many Congressmen
from the South and 'West two years
earlier. The existence of this independent movement made it possible
for the inner-party foes of Cleveland
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ratus everywhere throughout the nation as tightly as is the case today.
The anti-Cleveland opposition was
confused, sometimes naive, and often

in the positive measures it
to combat Wall Street's
rule. But it was symbolized in the

misled

advanced

struggle between President Cleve-

land a,nd Governor Altgeld when

44r

Cleveland sent U.S. troops to break battling for a Presidential candidate.
the Chicago Pullman Co. strike.
There is no real struggle, because
The 1896 Democratic Party con- all major groups in the Democratic
vention named as its Presidential Party have no real differences. They
candidate a demagogue and slick are solidly behind the Truman Doc-

phrase-maker, William Jennings
Bryan, who knew how to mouth the
discontent of the people. This was
Iargely because the real leader, Altgeld, was foreign born and hence
ineligible. But the reality of the differences between the AltgeldJed
wing of the Democratic Party and
the nation's financial masters can be
gauged by the ferocity of the preconvention struggle within the Democratic Party and by the campaign
of slime and terror waged by the
industrialists and bankers against the
Altgeld-sponsored Democratic ticket
in the election itself.

THE INNER.PARTY OPPOSITION
TO TRUMAN

It

does not appear likely, at this
moment, that the Democratic Party
convention in July will eliminate
President Truman. But whether it
does so or not, there is clearly no real
struggle today within that Party between those who desire Truman's
renomination and those who do not.
Those who want him replaced are
suggesting politely that he remove

himself from the scene and that the

trine, the Marshall Plan, the building
of a huge war machine, and the war-

like attitude toward the working-

in other nations.
The most vociferous of the antiTruman elements inside of the Demclass movements

ocratic Party, the imperialist-minded
"liberals," Right-wing leaders of the
C.I.O., and Social-Democratic leaders

in the A: F. of L., are also the most
bitterly hostile to the Wallace program and the most sympathetic to
Truman's war policies.
The resolution adopted by the
April ro conference of Americans for
Democratic Action, the organization
of these liberals and labor leaders,
declared its opposition to Truman

because of his "failure to rally the
people behind policies which in large
measure we wholeheartedly support."
Whercas in 1896 the existence of
an agrarian-based third party stimu-

lated and aided a revolt of the anti-

monopoly elements within

the

Democratic Party, in 1948 the existence of a labor-based third party has
resulted in a desperate search for a
new Democratic candidate to keep

the people from breaking altogether
with the two-party system.
The earlier development occurred
tory crowd, which blustered a bit at the beginning of the imperialist
after Truman's demagogic civil epoch in the United States. The
rights message to Congress, was working class was far too weak and
more concerned with obstructing immature to head a political breakpassage of the legislation than with a\ /ay from monopoly. The rural

party leaders name someone else who
can be elected. Even the Southern
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middle classes, by their natLlre, could
not maintain one.

man, like Democratic boss Jake
4ry.y of Chicago, have been brought
back into line. Reporred dissidentiin
the California Democratic organization, aside from those who back the

ment with labor as its core. Thus,
the sole, genuine revolt against Truman and his Wall Street-dominated

Administration

is the rapidly ex-

panding new people's party. The effort to iepudiare him wirhin the
Democratic Party is an attempt to
head ofi this genuine revolt.

PARTY BOSSES STILL
FOR TRUMAN
Just how extensive is the readiness
among the kingmakers in the Democratic Party to dump Truman is dificult to judge. At this srage rhe situation appears to be fluid. However,

Wallace program, have also gone
along with lames Roosevelt's relent
Pronouncemen
Frank Hague,

tator, and the
thirteen midwest states have also de-

clared for Truman, as have various
state delegations to the Democratic
convention. And in New York, the
men who crack the whi5the state
and county leaders-have been quiet-

ly'lining up for Truman.
Several local district leaders in /ew-

the general impression that Truman
was finished as the Democratic nominee, following the Palestine betrayal,

was decidedly premature.

The most decisive elements,

the

Democratic machine bosses of the
North, have, in the main, kept their

mouths shut.

A few,

concerned

chiefly with saving their local candidates in the face of the Wallace trend,

joined the clamor against Truman
following the reversal on Palestine.
With rare exceptions, they were less
troubled about what was happening
in Palestine than in their home districts. They viewed the scrapping of
partition as politically stupid rather
than as programmatically wrong.
Some who spoke up against Tru-

the boiling point.
Reluctance of

the politicians

dump Truman has several

to

causes.

First, they recognize that it implies a
repudiation of the program and administration of their own party. This
is a big handicap wirh which to enter

an election campaign unless, as in
1896, they would be prepared to denounce this program completely.
This they are obviously not in the
least interested in, or capable of, do-

irg.
Secondly, they feel far more comfortable with a candidate and Presi-

dent who is a machine man than they
do with one who, like General Eisen-

hower or Supreme Court ]ustice William O. Douglas, is not a product

of the political machine.
Thirdly, they are wily enough as
politicians to see that the chances are
great that there will be no alrernative to Truman, and they do not care
to weaken him by excessively attacking him now.
Finally, there is always the compelling argument of Federal patronage, which is the lifeblood of the
political machines and which Truman controls through the national
Democratic leadership. Mr. Truman
seems far more ready and capable of
wielding this patronage sword to
keep the machine boys in line for his
own candidacy than he has been to
keep them in line for passage of the
liberal legislation he has feebly presented to Congress from time to time.
However, despite these very solid
reasons, the machine bosses may yet
refuse to rename Truman as they see
the Wallace movement constantly
gaining strength. Their difficulty is
that they have to 6nd a candidate
who can stem this movement.

WHY SOME WANT TO
DUMP TRUMAN
Those varied elements in the Dem-

ocratic Party and among

its

allies

who want Truman to withdraw do
so on three grounds. First, there is
the need to contain the swing among
the rank-and-file to the new party.

Secondly, they want someone who
can win greater popular support for
the war program advanced by the

Truman Administration;

someone
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not

so inept and incompetent as Truman. Thirdly, they prefer, mainly for

partisan reasons, the election of a
Democrat rather than a Republican.

The order of importance with
which the various elements regard

these reasons for desiring to eliminate
Truman difiers.
The Southern tory "revolt" against
Truman's civil rights message was,
for instance, marked by a distinct
emphasis on his inability to win re-

election.

"Frankly, I would suggest that he
quit now while he is iust 2o,ooo,ooo
votes behind," said Rep. )ohn Bell

Williams of Mississippi on the House
floor. And in the Senate, |ohn McClellan of Arkansas declared proudly
that he had been the first to say publicly that Truman could not win and
"I still say he won't win." In the

Southern states, the Democratic
chairmen were saying, with Gessner

T.

McCorey

of

Alabama, that "as

soon as they [the Northern big city

machines] are convinced that Mr.
Truman cannot win, I think they
will abandon him."
The Southern politicians were, of
course, troubled by the loss of Federal patronage, in the event the Republicans took the Presidency. But
even deeper was their concern about
the development of the Wallace
movement, the first serious. nationwide threat to their political monopoly since Populist days. The new
party is of revolutionary significance
in toryland. It is inspiring millions
of Negroes and poor whites, who
have never before overcome the
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hurdle of terror and the poll tax, to
register to vote. It is stirring the
opposition to polltaxers inside the
Democratic Party, and, more imF\ortant, it is building up the instrument for opposing the Democratic

Party seriously in the regular elections. Nationally and sectionally, the
Wallace party is threatening the
whole semi-feudal politicai structure
of the South.
The polltaxers are highly sensirive
to this development, which explains
why they were so ir-py about the
civil rights proposals, and why they
seized upon them so eagerly to start
the ball rolling to ousr Truman.

They especially want a candidate
who will reduce the attractive power
of the Wallace movement.
Significantly, these Sourhern tories,
who in February flayed Truman so

unmercifully for suggesting dema-

gogically, that liberty be extended to
the South, hailed him in March when
he proposed that the United States
impose "liberty" upon other nations

by force of arms. It was quite
spectacle

to

see Rep. Eugene

a

E. Cox

of Georgia, leading political figure
in the Talmadge-K.K.K. line-up in
that state, praise Truman for his
plans "to keep the world free."

IMPERIALISM'S LITTLE HELPERS

The most aggressive-if belatedentries into the "dump Truman"
field are the imperialist-minded "liberals," labor leaders, and SocialDemocrats, who are beating the
drums loudly for General Eisenhower. Not so long ago the Liberal
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Party of New York was boasting
that it was the first political group
in the nation to endorie Trumin foi
re-election. Max Lerner of PM was
writing editorials to prove that Truman had virtually lifted Lerner's
program and.adopted it as his own.
Alexander F. Whitney, head of the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,

was making an unholy spectacle of
himself by reversing his previous
denunciations of Truman for breaking the trainmen's strike with the
threat of Federal rroops.
When it became plain, however,
that the Wallace movement was not
only here to stay but was reaching
mass proportions, and that Truman's
actions----especially the Palestine betrayal-were helping to accelerate it,

they were compelled to "repudiate"
him and to start the "boom" for an
alternative-Eisenhower.
While the "liberals" have also been
loudly whispering the name of Su-

preme Court ]ustice Douglas,

it

is

done more from rvishful thinking
than from any expectation that he
can be nominated by the Democrats.
For one thing, the Southern tory
crowd is a power in the Party and
will not support him because of his
expressed viervs on the Negro question. Secondly, he is far too little
known to the nation for the battlewise machine politicians to consider
him an acceptable candidate.
There are no indications that fustice Douglas wants the nomination,
and, aside from some speeches on
civil rights, his views on current issues are not known. What is known,

if he were to accept
the Democratic nomination, it could
only be on the basis of supporting
however, is that

the Truman war program. This is
the key plank in" the outfit that has
been suggesting his nomiuation most
persistently, the Americans for Democratic Action. It is inconceivable
that A.D.A. would back him, or that
he would oppose Wallace, unless he
espoused the rvar program.

It is highly instructive to see how
both Southern tories and Right-wing
liberals and labor leaders jumped to
the Eisenhower "boom." Prior to his
testimony before the Senate Military

Affairs Committee early in April,
little was known about Eisenhower's
policies, except that he backed the
war measures and the "get tough"
program of the Administration, including Universal Military Training,
the draft, the Truman Doctrine and
the Marshall Plan, an all-powerful
military establishment, and intervention against the rvorking-class movements anywhere in the world.
This; apparently, was enough for
tl'rese groups. It was the sole programmatic test of an acceptable candidate.

All

alleged domestic

issues

were distinctly secondary, if they had
any weight at all except as demagogy.
Aside from program, a candidate had
to be able to.stop Wallace, and get
himself elected. Eisenhower, it was
felt, would meet these tests too. And
his being a military man underscored
the fact that American policy had
now entered the military phase. It
would make it easier for the people

to accept military measures.
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But when Eisenhorver testified bein favor of
lim Crow in the armed fdrces, he lost
some of his effectiveness as a "Stop
Wallace" canCidate and embarrassed
his labor and liberal backers.
fore a Senate Committee

timony has made the Negro

peoPle

aflEry. Even conservative groups and

leaders have voiced sharP Protest. Walter White, head of the
N.A.A.C.P., felt compelled to apologize to readers of his syndicated column for having boosted Eisenhower.
The testimony of the five star gen-

eral cut even deeper. If his previously
unsuspected attitude toward Negro
equality is so reactionary, what about

his views on other domestic

issues,

which have been equally

unexrea-ctionary on the race
issue is generally the same in all his

pressed

?

A

thinking. Those labor and "liberal"
Ieaders who have been counting on
Eisenhower to pull them out of the
Truman mire have thus been made
an unhappy lot.
The labor bureaucracy, which has
been most assiduous in plugging the

against the new anti-imperialist party
and attacking the Wallace candidacy.
But sections of it have not dared
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of thorough
and-fi1e.

.I.O. Rightocial-Demo-

of political

forces in the United
built upon the organization of
a "Third Force" which would ex-

States

tend from the "non-Communist
Left" to the "non-Fascist Right."

Its aim would be the isolation of the
"pro-Communist Left," defined as
the "third party candid acy of Henry

Wallace."

The "Third Force" would include
"all who believe in political freedom
and the democratic control of economic life
in free political
society." Among those specifically
pess as

a_

possible barrier against the
of the "mass of

Leftward march
workers.
Eisenhower's
killed the "bo

mentioned as candidates of ihe '.moderate Right" for this "Third Force,'

are such staunch Republicans

as

Vandenberg and John Fosrer Dulles.

has made it a
him as an ant

It is

of liberal base to retain anv semblance

ally less worried whether a Democrat

A.D.A., Arthur Schlesinger, /r., in
the Neu Yorft Times migazine of
April 4, should dispel it.
oJ

Schlesinger suggested a regrouping

twisted and twisting mind like
that of Max Lerner of. PM tries to
cover this up by the clumsy pretense
that it was Eisenhower's popularity
that resuited in the movement to get
rid of Truman. But any normal
observer would note that it was the
inevitable result of rnajor successes
by the new people's party, indicating
the great popular response to it.
These successes include the half

million signatures in California, the
Isacson victory in the Bronx, the
acceptance of the vice-presidential
nomination by Sen. GIen Taylor, the

virtual assurance that the party will
be on the ballot in more than- forty
states, the unbroken string of overflow Wallace meetings, and the
amazing response to the organizing
meetings of the new party.
These are the developments behind

also not an inconsiderable

in the anti-Wallace coalition are actu-

A

of influence. Actually, eitirer wing of
the bipartisan serup in Washinfton
will do for them.
While it is true that the efiorts to
dump Truman as Democratic nominee are not inspired by a desire to
change the direction of American
policy, it would be wrong to write
them off as of no significance. They
are, on the contrary, of enormous
significance, because they are a sign

of the emergence of the Wallace

movement as an immensely potent
factor in American political life just
two months after it was launched.

the frantic double-dealing efiorts of
the Democrats and their "liberal"
hangers-on to find a candidate who
would contain the forces in opposition to Truman's policies while yet
espousing those same policies.

It is, at this stage, doubtful that
they will succeed in ditching Truman. But whether they do or not,
Wallace and the new party have
made it plain th.y will not be
stopped.

"I

want to assure you that I will
run for President no matter who is

nominated by the Democratic Party,"

Wallace said

in

Indianapolis last
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month. "I am not running out of
pique at anyone in the Democratic
Party. I am running because the
Democratic Party is standing for a
war policy, and there is no prospect
of changing that policy. Therefore
I am going through."
There is every evidence that the
new party will not only roll up an
astounding vote in the fali, but will
establish itself permanently. Such a
development will be of enormous
world importance, because such a
party will stand in the way of American Big Business efforts to stampede
the nation to war and to fascism. Its

will be the historic jusfor the tactic pursued by

establishment

tiEcation

the progressive peace forces of organizing independently this year instead
of spending their energies in a confused and confusing inner-Democratic Party struggle.
In 1896, progressives won such an
inner-Democratic struggle at the expense of a promising third-party
movement, and soon lost their infuence in American political life as
Wall Street regained its grip over
both major parties.
In 1948, progressives, under a dif-

ferent set of circumstances, have
of strug-

chosen as their instrument

gle a new anti-imperialist,

antimonopoly peoples' party, and appear
destined to become increasingly in-

fuential in the nation's political af-

fairs.
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BY CELESTE STRACK

For.lowrNc rHE DEArH of Lord John
Maynard Keynes two years ago, the
controversy over the "real" significance of his economic theories has
gathered impetus. One of the participants in this controversy is Lawrence B. Klein, an American econ-

omist, whose recent book,

The
Keynesian Reaolution,x interprets

a bourgeois
liberal standpoint, roughly comparable to that of Robert Nathan or
Sir William Beveridge.
Dr. Klein freely admits that
Keynes' outlook was that of the
capitalist class. However, he insists
that Keynes in developing his theoretical principles,** "did not really
understand what he had written."
Keynesian theory from

Keynes' contribution amounted to
nothing less than a "revolution" in

economic theory, which in practical
application would be capable of eliminating unemployment and reforming capitalism in the interest of the
people.

KEYNES' "DEPARTURE" FROM
ORTHODOXY

The orthodox
+ Lawrence

economists postu-

B. Kleio, Tbe Keynei+n ReoolLtioa,* Macmillan, 1947.
" Most fully outliqed in his Tbe Gene.al.
Tbeory of Ef,Oloyn ilr, Intqerl atd Mone1, New
York.

iated a self-adjusting economic system capable of automatically achieving full employment, provided "frictions" and "outsiCe inter{erence"
were removed. Specificaliy, they insisted that state intervenrion in economic life must be eliminated, since
it would prevent the automatic adjustment of the economic svstem.
Klein points out that Kcynes'broke
with "orthodoxy" in developing his
"theory of eflective demand," rvhich
deals with the way in which total
production and employment are determined and which explains why
the economic system will not necessarily achieve full employment without government intervention.
According to the Keynesian analysis, the output of any economy is
composed of two parts: the production of consumer goods and the production of capital goods. To state
the same proposition in other terms,
national income equals consumptiotl
plus investment. Whrtever portion
of the national income is not consumed in a given period, is "saved,"
and is thus available for investment.
But, the Keynesians assert, since the
decision to save and the decision to
invest are separate acts and are determined by difierent factors, it is
possible
and even probable
that
not all -savings will actually -be invested. Under these circumstances,
"over-saving" occurs, that is saving
which is not "offset" by real investment; as a result, national income is
reduced and the level of employment falls.
Says Klein, "Keynes' real contribution. . . has been to show that if
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savings are not offset by'legitimate

d

employment at
the responsibility
should adopt ap
so that a full cm-

iirvestment outleb, failure to generate a high level of employment
will follow."* This relationship is
declared to be fundamental to- the
"business cycle" which is caused by

"fluctuations

in

+49

investment super-

imposed upon a stable savings sched-

ule.**
_ According to Klein, the tendency
for savings to outrun investment also
accounts for the long-run tendency
toward "stagnation" of the economy.

As a system accumulates more

lower rate

and

of return on capital in

summarize Marx' analysis of the
falling rate of profit, he adds:

With regard to the savings side of
the important savings-investment relation, Marx did not give an analysis
to Keynes. At most Marx

comparable

theorized that capitalists save their surplus incomes and then attempt to invest these savings in profitable entera

prises.*

Finally, Klein asserts thar the

so-

cialist economy of the Soviet Union

proves the validity

of

Keynesian

theoryl
Moreover, Klein asserts that the re-

sponsibility for "oversaving" rests
not on the capitalists, but also on the
workers.

. . . the burden of saving is divided
between laborers and capitalists. In this
formulation, the capitalists cannot be
blamed for all the saving, as well as a
failure to invest at full-employment
Ievels. They can only be blamed for not
offsetting properly the savings of both
classes, laborers and capitalists.****

What are the most serious fallain Klein's line of argument I
CAPITALIST EXPLOITATION
cies

IGNORED

t. Klein ignorcs and conceals the
fundomental class structure of capitalism aad the nature of capitalkt
explo;tat;ofl, an understanding
"l
athich proaides the ftey to an analysis ol the functioning and historical
deueloptnent of capitalism. According to Klein, the importaot ecoexisting

From this it would follow that

the problem is to reduce saving, and
to increasc both consumption and

investment,

in order to

'lba Kolootkn Raol*tioa, p.
" Ibll, o.p.77.68.
"'Ibid.,
"" Ibil., P' 111.

guarantee

81.

apitalist,
vestors,"

Moreover, the "savers" include bodr
capitalists and workers, so that the
basic'iesponsibility for saving in the
'Ibid", p. l)2.

economy is shared by various classes
sorne kind of "people's capi-

-and
talism"
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emerges,

at

least

tions, like insurance companies; (4)

and that the solution therefore lies
in finding ways to return the withheld funds into circulation either

crease) and repossession. Thus, for

through purchase of consumer goods

ures and failures

of

other institu-

by infer- installment buying (now on the in-

ence.

Here we have a new kind of the working class and the mass of
"equality before the law" which is people, their "savings" are limited,
a fitting accompaniment to that hw temporary, and insecure.
which forbids rich and poor alike
Moreover-and this is-a vital point
to sleep under bridges! It is true, of
controls these savings and decourse, that workers, and additional -who
termines how they will be utilizedl

sections of the population other than
capitalists, attempt to save. In some

periods they may even succeed in
putting aside limited amounts for
their old age, and for other person.al
needs. But the relative proporrion

of such savings even in "prosperous"

periods is very small compared to
the vast "savings" of finance capital,
held in the banks and directly in
corporation reserves. This is strikingly illustrated in the proportion of

war bonds held by low income
groups compared to those held by
corporations and higher income
groups, as pointed out by Joseph
Roland in his fine article, "The

Question of the National Debt," in
the March issue of Political Affairs.
As periods of financial stringency
develop, the savings of workers,
small farmers, and the middle class
quickly drain away, while Big Business systematically uses its "savings"
to take over the holdings of those
who go under. The methods whereby the savings of workers (and the
petty bourgeoisie) are systematically
drained ofi include: (r) inflation;
(z) the need of buying or building
homes (since low-cost, rental housing is not available); (3) bank fail-

Obviously the b,ig capitalists, through

the banks and other financial institutions, and in the case of government bonds, through control of the
government's fiscal policies.
Thus, the social relations of production under capitalism, which
Klein ignores, underlie and fundamentally determine the pattern of
"saving." It is the relations of wageworker and capitalist which dictate
who saves, how much he saves, and
what is done with the savings. The
"law of saving" under capitalism
might well be summed up in the
words: "To him that hath shall be
given; from him that hath not shall
be taken away."
tsASIC CONTRADICTION

CONCEAIED

z. I(lein seefts the cause for economic crifes and unemployment in
the sphere of circwlation and distribwtion ratlter tltan in the social relations of production. As we have
noted, Klein finds this cause in the
withholding of a portion of "savings" from both consumption and
investment. What this amounts to
is a theory that hoarding, in cash or
bank holdings, is the cause of crises,

or through

investment.

Marx, in contrast to this superficial approach, explained that the
cause of crises and growing unemployment is to be found in the basic
contradiction of capitalism; namely,
that ownership and appropriation
remain private, while "Means of production and production itself fhave]
in essence become social." In this
basic contradiction between social
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tally, this is due to the fact that capitalist relations of production limit
the consuming power of the workers
and the mass of people "to a variable

minimum within more or less nar"expansion of
the market cannot keep pace with
the expansion of production. The
collision becomes inevitable . . . and
periodic. . . . The whole mechanism
of the capitalist mode of production
breaks down under the pressure of
the productive forces which it itself
created."** Thus, "The real barrier
of capitalist production is capital
itse\."xxx

row limits."* The

ACTUAL CAPITAL AND
LOAN CAPITAL

Within the framework of the basic
contradiction of capitalism, however,
there are other contradictions which
are secondary or derivative in nature. Marx showed that while capital
is always in irs essence a social rela'
tion, i.e., command ouer the unPaid

talist
preci
solut
force

in conflict with the specific conditions of production in labor of others-it assumes various
which capitalism moves and alone
lorms in the course of its reproducmove."**

continually
can

The contradiction between

social
production and private, capitaljst appropriation is the root cause of -cycli-

ial

crises: "there

is periodically a

r Frederick Eoeels. "socialism: Utopian and
Scientific." Karl Marx, Selected, Vorks' latetnationat
---ri Publishers.

Vol. I, P. 169.

Nlarx, Caqitdl, Vbl.

rr* Ka.l
lbd,, p. 30i.

III, p.

302'

tion and circulation. Between these
difierent forms of capital specifi,c
contradictions develop which play
their part in the periodic crises of

money capital (in its loanable form) '
In this discussion Marx Provides a
'lbid.. o. 286.
*;'fi.h.iict
Eneels, cited work. pp. 175-176.
r.. Karl ]MaEx,-Cabiral, Yol.71l, p. 29),

correct analysis of the phenomenon
which Klein sees and describes in a
distorted way as the basic cause of
crises and unemployment, namely,
what Klein calls the accumulation
of "savings which are not offset by
investment."

Whac is the real characrer of this
specific problem as

Marx

analy.zed

it?

"Actual capital" and "loan capital" represent two different forms of
capital rvhich are, therefore, accumu-

lated in two difierent ways.
Accumulation of actual capital

oc-

curs through the reproduction of
"the capital-relation on a progressive

or larger capitalists at this pole, more wage-work-

scale, more capitalists

ers at that."* It represents the extension of real inyestment, and is
"reproduction on an enlarged scale."
On the other hand, the "accumulation of loan capital consists simply
in the fact that money is precipitated
as loanable money."*+ir Accumulation

of
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money as loan capital

is: (.)

partly the result of actual accumulation (the monetary expression of
profits made from expansion of real
investment) ; (z)
of circumstances,

"partly the result
which accorrrpany
it freal accumulation] but are quite
different from it" (expansion and
concentration of the banking system
and other financial institutions, to-

with personal savings from
many sources, including savings

gether

from profit, interest, rent, and even
wages); and (3) "partly also the result of impediments to actual accu' lb;d., Yol. I, p. 627.

mulationr"* such as
spheres

a "lack

for investment, due to

of

the

overcrowding of the lines of produc-

tion and an

tal."**

oversupply
1

of

capi-

"This process Iaccumulation of
loan-capital] is very different from
an actual transformation into capitalr" says Marx, "it is merely the iccumulation of money in a form in
which it may be invested as capital."I** This means that the possibility exists that it may not be invested, as well. And this is just the
point Marx goes on to make. "Not
every augmentation of loanable capital indicates a real accumulation of
capital or expansion of the process of
reproduction."nitndt And, "Since accumulation of loan-capital is swelled

by such

circumstancis, which are
of actual accumularion

independent

but nevertheless accompany it, there
must be a plethora of money-capital
in definite phases of the cycle for
this reason alone, if for no other, and
this plethora must develop with the

organization 9f

s1sdi1."itrt*rt+'t

When is a plethora of loanable
capital most likely to develop ? Dur-

ing "the phase of the industrial cycle
following immediately after a crisis,
when loanable capital lies fallow in
fiassesr"**i+i6** Marx goes on to explain that this is inevitable because
industrial capital, actual capital, has

:!
iiI
+

mphasis_{s.)
57o'

itself been "laid lame," and cannot
utilize lc.ranable capitai for reproduction and expansion. The other period
during which there may be a-"relative abundance of loanable capital"
is during the period of rising prosperity just preceding rhe "boom"
phase of the cycle, when the "easy
returns" and expansion of production encourage the expansion .of
loanable capital and indeed of the
whole credit system. To these cases
should be added the "plethora" of
money or liquid capital, which results from such a specific factor as a
huge increase in the national debt.
Marx makes very clear that the
development of a "plethora" of loanable capital, however, is a reflection
of basic changes which occur during
the cycle with respect to actual capital. Of course, to the extent that
loanable capital is a pait of the
highly developed and expansive
credit system of capitalism, its abundance rnay contribute to the relative
over-expansion which occurs during
the "prosperous" period; but this
cannot be regarded as the fundamental cause of economic crises, as
we have already pointed out.
Klein turns this whole process on
its head and mistakes what is secondary for what is prirnary. According to his analysis, it is not the relative overproduction of actual capital
which characterizes the crisis and
brings with it a "plethora" of loanable capital. Rather he holds that
the accumulation of "savings" which
are not invested brings about the
crisis. Presumably, had these "sav-
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ings" been invested, no crisis would
have occurred. In that case, Klein
must explain why total investment
reaches its highest point in the boom
period precisely before the crisis!
Furthermore, if all the unused
money capital were actually invested

in the boom

period, the crisis of

overproduction would be

still

more

acute, since the productive forces
would be expanded to an even
greater degree.
Of course, Klein's conception of
"saving" is not the same thing as

the Marxist category of

"loanable

capital." His conception o{ "oversaving" is itself contradictory, since
it embraces both cash hoards and
several forms of capital, including
money caPitdl of various types, as
well as actual capital tied up in unsold inventories. These inventories
are regarded by Klein as "unintended saving"-part of the "savings which are not invested or
6enslun6d"-and yet they actually
represent capital which has preuiously been inuested. If anything,
the accumulation of inventories

should indicate

"overinvestment"

from Klein's standpoint, rather than
"over-saving." Moreover, the Keynesian concept of "over-saving" refers exclusively to the withholding
of money or bank deposits from current income; it does not include the
tremendous expansion of liquid capital which is possible through bank
credit, government debt, etc. As a
result, it actually understates the defyee to which a surplus of liquid
capital can develop, at the same time
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it overrates and distorts the role material problems of the economy
this element plays in the develop- into the hazy world of psychologiment of a crisis.
cal reactions
The contradictory nature of Klein's
To the degree that the "marginal
argument shows up perhaps most efficiency of capital" has some relasharply in his handling of the cawse tion to the actual profits of the capiof "over-saving." Why does invest- talists, however, Klein gets into still
ment slow down, according to his greater difficulty. Measures which
thesis I Because of a decline in the
would expand investment through
"maiginal efliciency of capital." And increasing the actual profits of the
what is the marginal efficiency of capitalists will in the long run incapiral? "This theory is based on tensify the forces leading toward
that

the mos[ classically accepted doctrine

of profit maximization."*

Essen-

economic crisis,

by enlarging

the

disproportion between ploduction

tially it means the reluctance of capitalists to invest at less than their

and consumption, Moreover,

the decisions to invest or not to invest, which in turn, according to
Keynesians, will determine the level
of employment. Yet their "marginal
efficiency of capital" turns out to lie
basically in the realm of psychology,
not economic science. Profit "expectations" are governed "by the un-

improving profits. From this standpoint, Klein definitely underestimates the importance of the wage
theory developed by Keynes as an
integral part of his system. Precisely
because Keynes himself laid much
emphasis on maintaining the "marginal efficiency of capital," he favored
reductions in real wages in periods
of depression. This was to be
achieved through price inflation,
which, he reckons, would be resisted less by the workers than cuts
in money wages. Klein, in his rather
perfunctory handling of this issue,
says: "It makes a good deal of difference whether one advocates wage
cuts or some infationary measure
during periods of unemployment."*
But from the standpoint of the working class, it is mainly a question of

measures

such

would be against the in-

maximum profit "anticipations." terests of the working class in a
This is really the key element in more immediate way, involving reKlein's whole system; for it governs ductions in wages as a means of

controllable and disobedient psychol-

ogy of the business world," to use
Keynes' own language.
In so far as this is a psychological
factor, it bases Klein's entire system

on elements of a subjective

nature

wholly outside the economic system
itself. This Klein himself admits at
several points in his book. From the
secondary sphere of circulation,
which was at best the starting point
for Klein's analysis, his "theory"
moves still further from the real
r

Tbe Keynetian Retol*tion, p- 62.

'

Ibid..,

p. 7lo,

which way the capitalists try to skin
the cat! And this Klein does zol

point out!
MONOPOLY AND THE ROLE OF
THE STATE DISREGARDED
3. Klein, in freeping with the general tradition of the Keynesian school,
comPletely fails to deal cuith tlte role
of monopoly cdpitalism.
Keynes fpllowed the pattern of all

bourgeois economists in taking a
wholly non-historical approach to the
economic system and advancing eco-

nomic "laws" which are presumed
to apply to every type of economy.
Klein takes over this non-historical
approach and is, therefore, unable
even to indicate the qetalitatiue
change which occurs in capitalism as
it develops into its monopoly stage.
At most, he speaks of Keynes laying
the foundation for the "stagnation
thesis" through his concept of the declining marginal efficiency of capital,
mentioned above. This glaring omission of the role of monopoly naturally leaves huge gaps both in the
theoretical structure and the practical
proposals made by Klein.
For example, it is impossible to

deal with the problem of unemployment today without analyzing the
elTect of monopoly on the economy
as a whole. Yet Klein dismisses this
entire question with a few brief sen-
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nopoly intensifies the basic contradic-

tion of capitalism, resulting in a
chronic surplus ol capital coupled
with cltronic nl.ass une?nployment
(except for conditions of a war economy).
An equally glaring fallacy is revealed in Klein's discussion of the
problem of infation. He manages the
remarkable feat of discussing this
topic without the slightest reference
to monopoly prices. In his chapter on
the "inflationary gap" he argues that
Keynesian economics can be used,
not only to combat unemployment,
but to fight infation. FIe discusses
methods used during the war, in
keeping with the Keynesian approach, and also indicates the danger

of

postwar inflation. However,

he

characterizes this danger as arising

from the "large amount of liquid

funds now in the hands of the population."* Br-rt not once does he even
hint that the basic pressure for infation arises from monopoly domination.
Under these circumstances, it is
somewhat surprising to find fascism
characterized, in the last chapter of
the book, as "the worst stage of capitalism" and one which will develop

in the United States as the result of

"the economic law of motion of capitalism"-unless something is done to
prevent it. Without an analysis of thc

tences which make clear that he does

role of monopoly capital,

not regard rnonopoly as materially

cannot possibly be understood, nor
defined-nor efiectively fought. In
fact, the program of reforms ofiered

changing the problem. On the other
hand, Lenin, and Marxist economists
since, have shown in detail how mo-

'

Ibid..,

p. 162.

fascism
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by Klein suflers especially from this
very defect. The practical proposals
he makes are based on the idea that
a "program for full employment" can
prevent fascism; but the progiam itself includes no proposals for seriously curbing the economic and political power of monopoly.
These "omissions" in Klein's proposed practical rneasures reflect the
"omission" in his theoretical analysis.
Marxists, on the other hand, base
their practical proposals on the understanding of the historic meaning
of the monopoly stage of capitalisn-r.
Lenin analyzed this development in
detail, showing its economic and po-

litical consequences. Lenin made
clear that because imperialism brings

the contradictions of capitalism to

their sharpest point and matures both
the material and subjective prerequifor the socialist transformation,

sites

it

must inevitably be the final stage
of capitalism, must mark the epoch
of the proletarian revolution. Undoubtedly the revolutionary in-rplications of this analysis have not entirely
escaped the Keynesians, which accolrnts in part for Klein's avoidance

of the subjectl
4. Klein, together aith other liberal.
Keynesians, holds an absoultely erroneous theory ol the state.
"The Keynesian approach," says
Klein, "visualizes the state as a balancing force which serves only to
supplement the behavior of individual capitalists. . . ."'( This amounts
to characterizin,q the state as a power
r lbid., p.

761.
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the conditions of capitalist produc-

standing abov

trade through capital export;

lDg soclety as
fact that the

increase consumption and reduce sav-

tron.

irg by speeding up the trend toward
urbanization, by providing a comprehensive social security system to
end the need for personal savings,

How apt in this connection are the
words of Lenin!

trolled by the
means of production and appropriates the surplus labor of the producing class.
And so long as the political power of the capitalist class, and ispecially the monopolists, remains un-

In the United States today, any
progressive who genuinely wishes to
achieve fundamental cconomic measures which

will

benefit the majority
of the people must squarely face the
issub both of the state and of the
role of monopoly capital in its concrete form.

KLEIN'S PROGRESSIVE REFORM
MEASURES

5. I{lein's proposed reform

meas-

ures cannot ac/tieue the ultimate objectiue stated, namely the abolitictn
of unemployment und.er capitalism.
In his final chapter, Klejn outlines

the following proposals:

(r) to in-

crease investment through outright

government expenditure for such
projects as slum clearance and low
cost housing, through special taxes on
business reserves not used for actual

investment, through the abolition of
certain rnonopoly privileges such as

the prbsent patent

system, and
through the expansion of foreign

to

and by redistributing national in-

come so as to increase the "propensity

to consume" of the people as a whole.

While Marxists would support
some of these specific proposals, as
Klein recognizes (with certain very
important qualifications as to the
basis and character of any capital export program), they must certainly
reject the Keynesian theory which
holds that such measures can elimin

ate ]unemployment under capitalism.

Says Klein, ".
the Keynesian
approach is clearly to modify capitalism so that full employment may be
obtained. Any features of the capitalist system which do not interfere with
the achievement of full employment
may be preserved, according to this
position."*

One can make such a statement
only when one does not see that the

It goes without saying that if capitalisrn could develop agriculture, which
today lags far behind industry everywhere, if it could raise the standard
of living of the masses, who are every-

where still

in poverty-stricken

and
advance in technical knowledge, there
iould be no talk of a superabundance

underfed,

in

spite

of the amazing

of capital. This "argument" the pettybourgeois critics of capitalism advance
on every occasion. But if capitalism did
these things it would not be capitaiism;
for uneven development and wretched
conditions of the masses are the fundamental and inevitable conditions and
premises of this mode of production.
As long as capitalism remains what

it

is, surplus capital will never be

for the purpose of raising the

used

standard

of living of the masses in a

given

country, for this would mean a decline
in profits for the capitalists; !t will be
used for the purpose of increasing those
profits by exporting capital abroad to

the backward

countries. . *

of capitalism.must Does this mean that nothing can
der capitalism to im"prove
n of the people? Not at
f the proposals advanced
nd other liberal Keynenot only clltting an arm
. prrt irrto.fi..t ifJorrght
ism, but rernoving its ver
ly by a democratic coaliunemployecl workers st
pole, the mass of
which develops stands a
f the people' reduce the
Iletween them there st

essential character

inevitably and constlntly
unemployment as an ins
surr of the guest for profi
ndte utrcmployment wo

sur

* rbid.,

p.

166.

t*,3tns;*n:x'J:;

nin, "Imperialism: The

:ffffr il,bftr;l3l'tr;ii,.

i,li!.orlYuk,

Highest

l0tettz-

efiects of unemployment, cushion the
impact of economic crisis, and generally protect the living standardi of
the people from the worst elfects of
capitalism.

But more than this such a program
cdnlrot accomplish. It can achieve
fundamental economic measures in
the long run only on the basis of a
genuine struggle to curb the power
of monopoly capital. Such a srruggle
would of necessity embrace measures
not included by Klein, steps which
would curb the economic and political power of monopoly. Of prime
importance would be the nationalization of certain key industries, as well
as the banks and the railroads. IJnless these sectors of the econornic
system were in the hands of a government controlled by a democratic
people's coalition, any basic reform
program itself could not be carried

through.
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It would

constantly en-

counter sabotage from finance capital.

Failure to deal realistically with
this problem is perhaps the most
serioqs weakness in Klein's concluding chapter. But to do so would require the abandonment of Klein's
present approach to the capitalist
class. His illusions-and perhaps his
underlying doubts-are expressed in
the statement: "IJnless entrepreneurs
can be brought to look upon the en-

tire systelx and their social responsibility tow,ard it, the Marxists will be
correct in contending that the Keynesian policies are not politically
feasible."*

This appeal to the intelligence of
' Tbe Keynetian Retolution, p

185.

the capitalist class, which was the
hallmark also of Browder revisionism, flows from the essential character of Keynesian theory itself, which
is rooted in a deeply subjective psychological approach. It is the Achilles'
heel of the program of reform which
liberal Keynesians thems-elves desire;
for all it asks is that the capitalist
cease to be a capitalist!
SOCIALIST ECONOMY PRE-

ABOLITION OF
CAPITALISM
SUPPOSES

6. Finally, Klein taftes the absurd
position that the socialist economy ol
tlte Souiet Union prouides confirmation of the l{eynesian thesis!
In his desire to show that Keynes
really achieved a "revolution" in economic theory, Klein claims that "the

arguments why Russian economy
will continue to be one
of uninterrupted full employment
under socialism follow directly from
Keynes' own simple model."* This
is because "In any intelligently run
socialist economy
the central
planning board will set the level of
investment at that amount which
will just offset savings out of a fullemployment national income."**
Klein admits that this position is
somewhat "ironic" in view of Keynes'
known bitter opposition to socialism.
In this case, Keynes' own position
flows more logically from his theory
than does Klein's!
It should be obvious that the construction of socialism in the Soviet

Union has proceeded quite without
the help of Keynesian theory. To
equate socialist planning based on the

abolition

of

capitalisr relations of
production with Keynesian concepts
of government intervention in a sick
capitalist economy is nonsense. It is a
continuation of the non-historical
approach which characterizes Keynesian and all other brands of bourgeois economics.

Klein does not rec-

ognize that each type

of

economic

is governed by its own laws
arising from the concrete relations of
production existing in that society.
The socialist economy of the Soviet
Union operates on the basis of nea.,
economic laws which develop from
system
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the abolition of capitalism, the socialization of the means of production,

and abolition of exploitation of man
by man. Conscious control and plafl-

ning of the economy is made possible
only by this revolutionary change.
The theory . of which the Soviet
Union is a living confirmation is not
Keynesian theory, but the whole
theory and practice of Marxism-Leninism which grew up in the conflict
with bourgeois reformism. Lldeed
the socialist planning of the Soviet
Union began long before Keynes
even wrote The General Theoryand will continue there, and in other
countries, long after Keynes is relegated to the dusty archives of history.

has been and

x

p. 78.
**lbid.,
Ibid., pD 78-79.

"Resolved, by the Federation

Stat
hours shall
we recomm
direct their
United

of Organized Trades and Labor Unions of the
L. in 18861 that eight
May r, 1886, and tf,at
urisdiction that they so
time named."
Resolutiott of the

fi84 Conuention.
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TIIE $IC(l[lD C(}I\IGRISS t)T TIII
f,CIMMUl\II$T PARTY

(lT

IIIDIA

On February z9-March 6, 1948, a Congress of the Commuaist Party of
India tooft place, the second since its legalization in t942.
We present to our readers, lor their information, the followin! documents
of the C.P.I., dealing with the Congress.
STATEMENT

OF POLICY*

Tur Axclo-Awnrcax imperialists
are making desperate efforts to save
the capitalist social order from

its

impending doom.

They are ofiering American cred-

its to the war-torn European countries to bolster up reactionary regimes, forcing these countries to sell
their economic and political independence to American imperialism.
They are giving economic and
military aid to the reactionary governmentS of China and Greece to
suppress the democratic forces.

They are maintaining their domination over their colonies and dependencies by forming an alliance
with "national" leaders who have
political influence over the masses,
by cheating the colonial people with
fake independence, by giving big
concessions to the national bourgeorsle.

They are frantically making political and military preparations to
unleash a new world war against
* Issued by the Central Committee of the Commuoist Parq, of lodia, elected by the Second
of the C.P.I. It is based on the political
resolution adopted by the Congress. Reprinted
from the Peofle't Age, Bombay, March 27, L948.
Congress

the Soviet Union and other democratrc states.
The world is thus divided into

two camps-the Imperialist Camp
led by American imperialism and
the Anti-Imperialist Democratic
Camp led by the Soviet Union.
The people's forces all over the

world constitute the

Democratic

Camp and are stronger today than
the forces of imperialism. The Right-

wing Social Democrats irr every
country in conformity with the
needs of their capitalist masters are
disrupting the people's camp. IJnder
dictates from American imperialism

the Right-wing Socialists are comitg out as a hypocritical "third
force" directing their fire against
the Soviet lJnion, the People's Democracies and the Communist Par-

ties

in

clefense

of the

capitalist or-

der.

Despite the machination of American imperialism, the world Democratic Camp has been marching
ahead since the defeat of the fascist
powers in the Second World War.
The strength and prestire of the
Soviet Union, the lancl of Socialism
and working-class rule, has tremen46o

dously grown. People's republics in
Eastern Europe, where power belongs to the toiling people led by
the working class, constitute another
big blow to world capitalism. The
rise o{ the Communist Parties in
European countries epitomizes the
strength of the working class, instability of the present regimes and

the maturity of the

revolutionapy

movement. The successful struggle
waged by the Communist Party of
China for the liberation of the Chinese people strikes another power-

ful blow at the world imperialist
order. The postwar revolutior)ary
epoch has brought the colonies to
the path of armed struggle for
achieving complete independence
and democratic states,
While American imperialism is
attacking the sovereignty of inde-

pendent states, tightening its hold
over subjugated nations and taking

the world toward another devastating war, the working class all

over the world is leading the toiling
masses for sovereignty of nations,
people's democracy and lasting peace.

BRITISH IMPERIALISM

IN INDIA

Ai soon as the war was over, an
unprbcedented wave of mass struggles had overtaken the imperialist

rulers in India. The working class
which had hardly secured any compensation against the rising cost of
living began to fight back. In
1946, the all-embracing strike wave
reached unprecedented levels affecting two million workers and involving rz million man days lost.

+6t

Inflation, high prices, mass pauperization of the peasantry, famine
and landlords' offensives goaded the
peasantry to desperation. The agrarian areas of India became a huge
volcano which started erupting every

now and then. The desperation of
the peasant was seen in the great
Tebhaga struggle in Bengal, the
Telengana struggle in the Nizam's
dominion, the struggle of the aboriginal,agricultural workers (Warlis)
in Bombay, the great struggle of the
peasants of Bihar for lSafrasht land.
Out of these strugglcs was coming
forth the single demand-land to
the tiller.
The oppressed people of the Indian states began to rise in revolt
against feudal autocracy. Their
struggles reached new levels as in
Kashmir and Travancore.
The popular struggles began to
take a revolutionary turn resulting
in political general strikes, armed
clashes between the police and the
people and barricade fights. The
revolutionary spirit of the people
affected the armed forces of the
state, and the mutiny of the Royal
Indian Navy struck terror into the
hearts of the imperialist rulers and
of the bourgeois national leaders.
Imperialism realized that it could
no longer maintain its rule in the
old way with the national bourgeoisie kept out of state power, that
the support of the feudal classes
alone was not enough to prop its
tottering rule.
British imperialism, therefore,
changed

its

strategy

and

adopterl
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new merhods ro perpetuate its rule.
I nls ncw srrategy is embodied in
the -N{ountbarrcu Award.
The acceptance of the Mountbat-

imperialists, who successfully use
them to make the bourgeoisie'move
against the masses, crush the demo,
cratic revolution and consolidate the

It

authorizes

the Provincial

Gov-

ernors to act in their discretion, legislate by ordinance and rule by proiIamation. It makes the reactionary
provision for Second Chamber in the
Provinces, allows for nomination of
members to the Second Chamber by

Governors, thus ensuring that the
vested interests and their spokesmcn
get a dominant voice in the Chamstruggle

of the common man

ber.

What the Mountbarten plan has
given to the people is not real but
rous deal frlie independenie. Britain,s domistarving nation has not ended but the form
logan of of domination has changed. The
bourgeoisie was so long kfit
Every feature of the Mountbat_ state power and in opp-rositionout of
to it;
ten Award shows that it does not now it is grrnted
a s]lare ol state
retreat of imperial_ power in order to disrupt and
drown
nning counter-ofien- the national democratic revolution
rising forces of the in blood.
has

been betrayed and the national lead-

ROLE OF THE "NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT"

The model constiturion for

the

Provinces does not accepr the basic
right of nationalities to self-derermi-

nation, it does not provide for prop01'tional representation without
which the progressive political parties and the various minority groups
cannot get fair representation. It
does not provide for regror-rping of
tribal and orher backward areas and
formation of autonornous regions or
Provinces without which these backward people cannot econornically and
culturally protect and develop themselves.

The deeds and actions of the ,,Narequired in imperialist interests. partition is a ready-made weapon to organize riots and sidetrack the revolutionary movernent by war appeais.
It is one of rhe biggest ,,rrik, un
the unity and integrity of the demo-

cratrc movement.
.- Secondly,

rhe plan

l<ecps the

unemployment aid,
gress

ership

The

by

th
"National Government" has prepared

s, the age-old friends ' o[ rhe an authoritarian constitution. The
imperial order, intact and enhances toiling people will not get anything
their bargaining power.
except rhe right to vore at long inteiThirdly, the leading economic vals. It provides for arresr
#ithout
strings are still in the hands of tl.re warrant and detention
without trial.
Prince

Under the constitution the

basic

and fundarnental rights of the toiling
people, such as right to work, right
to living wage, equal pay for equal
work, right to old age, sickness and

do not find

a

place as fundamental rights constitutionally guaranteed by the State"

But the property and privileges of
the vested interests are granted legal

and constitutional protection by a
clause in the fundamental rights that
no property of a person or corporation shall be taken over for public
trse except by payment of ade-

C.P.I.
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quate compensation, thus preventing
through a constiturional guarantei
all plans of nationalization of indus-

tries including foreign concerns.
Since August 15 rhe so-called National Government has been carrying
out the plan of the Indian bourgeoisie
to oppose nationalization, suppress
the wbrkers, intensify their labor and
freeze wages in the name of stopping
the wage-price spiral.
It is ruthlessly suppressing all peasant movements to the complete satisfaction of the landlords. Even its
halting agrarian reform proposals are
saddled with compensarion to the

landlords and with no provision for
land to the tillers. They retain lancllordism under a difierent form. The
proposed agrarian legislation is an
attempt to split the peasant lnovement and to broaden the brasis of the
Dresent bourgeois government.
The Provincial Governments under
the guidance of the Central Government have passed Pub,lic Safety Acts
which are freely used against the

democratic movements of the workers, peasants and students.

The so-called National Government is crushing the States' peoples'
struggle against the Princely order
and suppressing agrarian struggles in
the native States. It is saving Princedom and sidetracking people's attenrion from democratic struggles by
parading accession as a big popular
triumph.

In the matter of minorities it is
following a communal policy. Oppression of minorities has become a
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deliberate policy as is evidenced from
Patel's praise of the R.S.S. and alliance with the Hindu Mahasabha. So
firmly is communalism entrenched in

IHE

only such industries as suit the interests of American and British capitalrsts.

The foreign policy of the Nehru

the so<alled National Government

Government illustrates the same col-

that even after Gandhi's assassination

laboration.

From the very beginning Pandit
by an R.S.S. man, no more than a
mere show has been made of arrests Nehqu adopted a line of forming a
-line
and prohibition measures in spite of so-called third bloc-a
which
angry antirommunal outbursts of represented the interests of Big Busithe common people. The "National ness inasmuch as it kept India away
Government" instead of really sup- from the Anti-Imperialist and Demopressing communal bodies has taken cratic Camp. At a time when the
the opportunity to suppress the Com- Anti-Imperialist Democratic Camp
is engaged in a life and death strugmunrsts.
According to Nehru's own state- gle with the Imperialist Camp led
ment these communal and other reactionary policies of the "Narional

Government" do not lead to any
differences inside the Cabinet; there
are no political difierences but only
"temperamental" differences as Nehru
himself calls them.

COLLABORATION WITH
IMPERIALISM

The policy pursued by the Nehru
Government is one of collaboration
with British and American imperialism. The British and American imperialists are securing strategic positions in India by "agreement" with

the "National Government" rvhich
has agreed to no discrimination
against foreign capital but encouragement to it; no nationalization, no
tariffs which are not agreed to and

ioint concerns for the exploitation of
the Indian people. This policy logically rneans no full scale industrialization of India but the growrh o[

by American imperialism, Nehru refuses to take the side of the former

ca
ca
so

This

so-

e aggresbetween
the warmonger and the peace-loving
and between the expansionist and

the freedom-loving camps is only a
mask to cover collaboration with the
Anglo-Arnerican imperialists.
Recent months have torn the mask
of "neutrality" from the Nehru Government's foreign policy. On all crucial issues the Indian delegation in
the U.N.has taken an anti-democratic

and pro-imperialist stand. It voted
for "Little Assembly" devised to
paralyze the democratic forces inside
the U.N.; it voted against immediate

withdrarval of foreign troops from
Korea; on the question of representation of Ukraine in the Security
Council it allowed itsclf to be exploited by American imperialism.
On the questions crucial for the
peoples of Asia in particular, on the
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Americ
against
French
it has r

act; so also on the quesrion of the
Treaty it has virtually lined up with Anglo-American
imperialism. Over the Americanbacked Dutch war against the Indonesian people, it has approved of the
betrayal of the Indonesian freedom
struggle, achieved through the latest
truce, put through by the U.S.-sponsored and dominated Good Offices
Committee and rielcomed by President Truman.
The British imperialists "are giving
open hints abour an anti-soviet bloi
including their oyerseas Empire.
Along with this come reports about
an alliance of South East Asian
countries embracing India, Pakistan,
Burma and Ceylon in agreemenr
with Britain. There are also reports
about Military Missions from Britain
coming to India to keep her defense
properly organized.
This shows how the "National
Government" representing the Indian bourgeoisie is dragging India
into an anti-Soviet and anti-democratic bloc in a scheme of defense of
American and British Empires in
the East.
Japaaese Peace

DEVELOPMENT

The big change that has

in

has given up its oppositional role
and has become collaborationist and
therefore reactionary.
Two big facts have determined

this course.

First, the growing revolutionary
upsurge has made the Indian bourgeoisie afraid of rhe masses. It can
no longer gamble with mass movements to secure concessions from
imperialism.
Secondly, the Indian bourgeoisie
itself is in need of foreign mirkets,
in view of the shrinking Indian
market due to economic crisis. But

this dependence on foreign markets
is nothing but dependence on the
colonies and semi-colonies of Britain
and America. This enables Britain
and America to force down any condition before access to these markets
is given.
The economic basis for this collaboration was firmly laid down in
the war period itself.
First, during the war period the
Indian bourgeoisie became enriched
by earning fabulous profits. The
growing accumulation of liquid capital has made the Indian bourgeoisie
look in all directions for investment.
Secondly, in the capitalist world
the British and American imperialists
possess the monopoly of capital goods

which the Indian bourgeoisie so urgently needs. In order to secure them

ESSENCE OF POSTWAR

place
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it,

taken

India's postwar politics is

the Indian bourgeoisie is prepared
please the Anglo-American imperialists in any way and accept any

to

the salient truth that the Indian
bourgeoisie, or in other words the

terms.

Congress leadership which represents

oration has been further strengthened

The economic basis of this collab-
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bI F:

postwar crisis of capitalism,

a

crisis born out of over-accirmulation

of capi
in the
crisis

a

kets

tion
un_

sold..stocks going side by side, and
hnally the new threat of a world_wide
crisis of "over production" with collapse o.E prices. The determinarion of
the toiling people all over the world

to

solve

way is th

into

one

conflicts

of the

crisis.

PERSPECTIVE OF INDIAN

SITUATION

profit motive of the capitalists a
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sat-

uration point is being rapidly reached

in the market when the illusion of
too few goods will be shattered and
the crisis will really reveal itself as a
crisis of overproduction because the
impoverished toiling people can nor
even buy the goods that.are there.
The Indian bourgeoisie and their
representatives, the leadership of the

National Congress controlling the
so-called National Government, are
trying desperately to rerain their

profits and position by shifting the
burden o[ the crisis onto the shoulders of the toiling people.
They are trying to retain the exist-

The policy pursued by the ,,National Government" in collaboration

profits, effecting mass retrenchment

The working class is faced with

constant lowering of real wages and

mass retrenchment. The 4grarian

and intensification of labor bv rationalization, attacking trade unions, (i-

san [peasant] organizations and
democratic liberties and ruthlessly

crisis has enveloped the entire country. Famine has become chronic and

labor and democratic struggles in
India.

But this policy in irs turn, leading
to further impoverishment and fal-l
in the purchasing power of the
masses, only still further accentuates the crisis and hastens the doom

of all reactionaries.

That is why, despite the communal
offensive launched by reaction, the

disruption and ruthliss suppression
practiced by the Governmenrs and
national leaders, and the great illusion that the masses still have about

the national leadership, the postwar

upsurge of the masses goes on unabated. The strike wave of the workers reached unprecedenred heights

last year, the battles in ftisan areas
have forged ahead, the Government
servants and middle-class employees
are a mass of seething discontent,
the student masses have moved forward to heroic struggles.
Despite the treachery of the national leadership and the Right-wing
leaders of the States' peoples' movements in bartering away the freedom
of the States' peoples for an ignoble
compromise with the Princes, in the

profit making interesis of the bourgeoisie, the peoples of the States have

been fighdng heroically

for

ending

feudal autocracy.
In Hyderabad,
started resisting

among the middle-class toilers due
to inflation, high prices, black market

and retrenchment.

With existing price levels and

the people have
with captured arms

the armed might of the Nizam, distributing the landlords' lands to the
laborating with imperialist war preparations for the extension of markeis,
and guaranteeing the suppression of
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The people's disillusionment and
upsurge are rapidly advancing. They
are more and more demanding the
establishment of real democracy, people's democracy, and a State embodying people's democracy.
The working class in alliance with
toiling peasants and other sections
of the petty bourgeoisie can alone
fight for such a democracy and for
solving the crisis in the people's way.

of foreign capital, nationalization of all key and basic
industries, radical improvement of
workers' standards of living, abolition without compensation of all
forms of landlordism and land to
the tillers-such are the basic aims
of the people's democratic revolution.
The primary condition of such a
democratic solution of the crisis is
the establishment of a People's Republic based upon the hegemony of
the working class and direct rule of
the toiling people.
A clean sweep must be made of
all reformist illusions about the "National Government" and Congress
leadership and a new Democratic
Front must be built up under the
hegemony of the working class to
fight for a People's Republic and
solve the crisis in the people's way.
Confiscation

DEMOCRATIC FRONT

The Democratic Front must be
built up through the struggle'of the
common people against exploitation

It must be based

tillers, assuring increased wages to

and oppression.

rnaking the Nizam's rule non-existcnt in thousands of villages.

upon the alliance of workers, toiling
peasants and other exploited middle
classes. It will be built up as a mass

lgricultural labor and practically
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organization directed toward a dis_
ciplined and firmly united mass Dolidcal organization of the entire tiil-

ing people.
Unity of the Left forces has to be
secured through c_ommon struggles

ror the

success

of the

Democratic

to the democratic States working for
peace and freedom of all nations.

G) A constitution based on adult
su-ffrage and proportional representatron, guaranteeing full freedom and
democracy to the common man and

fundamental econornic rights.

(4)

India.

At that

stage the question

be decided by the wishes of

people.

(7) Freedom of the tribal and such
other backward peoples from economic, cultural and politital oppression, extension of full democratic
adequate

ment, so
up with

right of secesian tlnion, aurovinces.

vealed

to the masses.

cons.titution, equality and protection
to the language and cultuie of mi-

gogy and
Soviet

anti-

slande

ties advocat.
1T;
actually play the role of a parliamentary bourgeois opposition and
divert the consciousness of militant
masses along anti-Communist and
y disrupt the
le and there-

the reactionary forces.

in the Indian States and
the establishment of full democracy.

feudal rule

On the question of accession, exp6sure of the policies of the Goveinments of both India and pakistan of
parading accession to the Indian
Union or Pakistan as a big triumph

also form

a

of such areas
or Provinces shall have the right to
secede from the State bv democratic
verdict.

Princedom and feudal rule and estab-

rvith the democratic States

Iishment

of a people's democratic

State.

Accession before that is only slavery of the States' peoples both to

Princely autocracy *d'to the bourgeois rulers of the Indian Union. It
is only
become

have re

tion of

lation.

cratic administrative State apparatus

Provinces. The people

cratic foreign policy

usury; living wage for the agricultural laborer.
(ro) Confiscation by the State of
interests of foreign capital in bagks,
industrial and transport concerns,
plantations, mines, etc., and nationalization of these concerns. .
(rr) Nationalization of big industries, big banks and insurance companies, guardntee of workers' control, minimum living wage, eight
hour day, etc.
(rr) Economic plan to develop
India's resources and removal of Big
Business from strategic economic
points. Control of profits in the industries in private hands.
(r:) Repeal of all repressive legis-

(r4) Elimination of rhe bureau-

such areas

and explanation to the common people. that the urgent and primary iask

The program of the Democratic
Front should contain the following:
(r) Complere severance from tf,e
British Empire and full and real inresenting the workers, pearrnts and
other sections of the petty bourgeosie, opposed to collaboration with
Anglo-American imperialism, allied

Provinces, enjoying full powers regarding general administration within the areas and specially regarding
the economic and cultural malters oT

(B) Co-operation between the Indian Union and Pakistan for economic help, military and political alliance for defense, to pursue a demo-

inside the Srates is ibolition of

(z) A democraric governmenr rep-

form

of

DEMOCRATIC PROGRAM

dependence.

Th
pact,
have

directly area i

and

similar other

the

.

Self-determination--ro nation-

(S) Iurt and democratic rights of
minoriries to be embodied ln the

will
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in co-operation

the Anglo.American bloc.

against

(9) Abolition of all forms of landlardism without compensation and
distribution of land to the tillers of
the soil. Abolition of landlordism
must mean confiscation of fthas lands
of the non-cultivating land-owners
and ensure *land to the sub-tenants
and share-croppers. Liquidation of
rural indebtedness and abolition of

and the establishment of a democratic

administration with elected officials
guided by people's commitrees.
(r5) General arming of the people

and the establishment of a democratic army.

(16) The right to free education
and compulsory primary education.
(r7) Equal democratic rights to
women.

Among the workers, peasants and
other oppressed sections of the Indian
people never was there so much response and so much understanding
of the main slogans of the democratic
movement: abolition of landlordism
and land to the tiller; abolition of
Princely autocracy; nationalization
of key industries and living wage;
democratic liberties; etc.
The economic crisis is setring in
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motion colossal {orces. The workers
are fighting battle after battle with
supreme courage and reckless aban-
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therefore incumbent upon the toiling

people and their true friends

t;

strengthen and broaden the Commu-

nist Party. A mass party with a
conscious membership fully trained

rn
ro

ply

e-

sLt

it

is the task of the partv to lead
all working-class struggles, unify and
direct them for the achievement of
the basic demands of the workins
class-and as a part of the rtruggll
tor the program of the Democratic
Front.
It is the task of the Party to lead
the growing struggles of ihe peasantry, centering them around the de-

REPORT

Tur

ON

SELF-CRITICISM*

r..rBxr TMroRTANT REpoRT placed

before the Congress was the one on
self-criticism, introduced by Comrade
B. T. Ranadive. The delegates who
had come with the firm determinalion t9 forge a new revolutionary

line also wanted to be clear about
the mistakes of their own as well as

of the leadership, for without a clear

mand, "Land to the Tillerr" as well

ing the program of the Democratic
Front.
Comrade Ranadive's report on selfcriticism was a sharp and clear exposition of the reformist deviations and
vacillations displayed by the old Cen-

trai Committee in the execution of
accelerate the process

of

disillusion-

ment of the people and firmly establish the hegemony of the proletariat

which is the only guarantee of a
fight for people's democ-

successful

racy,
In the

present period

of

'

:'i

worid

crisis the task of pushing the demo-

cratic movement ahead is the responsibility of the working class and
its party, the Communist Party.

It

is

which the Party had been able to
make because it adopted fundamentally correct proletarian slogans in

of sabotaging the war against fascist

that period.
He pointed our thar if the Communist Party had followed in the
wake of other bourgeois parties and
had gone in for a full-scale opposition
to the anti-fascist people's war wirh
all its organized strength among'the'
working class and the peasantry, it
would have spelled a verirabie disaster for the whole country.
By holding firm the correct proletarian line the Communist Parry not
only remained true to the banner of

role of imperialism in the period of
the people's war made us lose sight
of the task of exposing imperialism
and fighting it within the framework

proletarian internationalism, not only
strengthened its bases among the
workers and peasants, but also saved

the country from what could

have

been a veritable disaster.

as the struggles of the other oppressed
sections; and unite them for achiev-

the otherwise correct line pursued by
the Party. The review generally cov-

ered the period berween the two
Congresses of the Party.
In regard to the line adopted by
_
the Party in the period of the antifascist people's war, Comrade Rana-

dive emphasized its fundamental
and the achievements

correctness

47r

The mistakes in that period arose
from a wrong understinding that
the military defeat of fascism would
automatically lead to the liquidation
and elimination of imperialism itself
and as such to the automatic liberation of all peoples.
This wrong understanding which
was part of the analysis given in
F orwar d to Freedom, underestimated

the intrigues and sabotage that the
imperialists were carrying out in
the people's camp.
The mistaken theory that imperialism was a prisoner in the people's
camp made us forget the fact that
imperialism continued to function in
India even in the period of the antifascist people's war, itrengthening at
every step the imperialist-feudal economy and its own role, even at the cost

aggressron,

This total underestimation of the

of support for the anti-fascist war.
For instance, in connection wittr
the food crisis and the Bengal famine

we correctly exposed the role of thc
hoarders and black-marketeers but
forgot to expose the role of imperialism, whose policy of inflation and of
bribing the Indian bourgeoisie and of
transferriirg the burden of the war on

to the shoulders of the people was
actually the root cause of the food

crisis as well as the disastrous Bengal

famine.

Similarly, while we were quire correct in orgarizing the peasant effort
to grow more food, we tended to for-

get that the main fight against the
imperialist-feudal agrarian structure
should not be slackened.
Again, we were right in preventing
sabotage in production and avoiding
strikes as far as it was consistent with

the defense of the living conditions
of the working class, but it was necessary for us to see that it was not
possible to raise or organize production as long as production remained
in the hands of profiteering capitalists and an imperialist Government
for whom profits and not the interests

of the anti-fascist war

con-

stituted the main guiding factor.
It was not only in connection with
the attitude to imperialism, it was
pointed out, but in connection with
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the understanding of the day-to-day
developments of the war that a num_
ber of mistakes were cornmitted. We

With the battle of Stalingrad, for

instance, and the turn in thi tide of
war, as the defeat of fascism became
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This expressed itself in this-that
the Left groups and parties which
were only carrying out the policy of
the opportunist bourgeois leader-

Congress and the League could be
achieved by the bourgeois leaderships
themselves. It was because of these
illusions that we busied ourselves in

ship were attacked even more severe-

working out detailed "practical" solutions to suit the separatist demand
of the League leadership.
We did not see that the bourgeois
leaderships of both the Congress and
the League which were pursuing
opportunist and compromising poli-

ly by us than the national leadership,
calling the Left groups "fifth column" and agents of the fascist powers.

This also expressed itself very
sharply 9n rhe question of the application of the slogan of self-determina-

tion of nationalities ro the Hindu-

Muslim question.

Undoubtedly

the main

slogan

raised by the Party that the HinduMuslim question was the distorted
expresion

and political, and creating a serious
situation for imperialism.
We were right in those days in
_
clemanding the release of national
leaders and raising the slogan of national government for national de-

fense, but in fighting for these slogans we trailed too much behind the

and gambling policy in relation to
the Japanese invasion.
Thus the two main reformist deviations of this period were: that the
edge of our fight against imperialism
was dulled; and that we began to
trail behind the bourgeoisie instead
of exposing it and following an independent policy.

of the existence of various

cies vis-a-vis fascism and imperialism

could not be united for a real antifascist, anti-imperialist stand.
We forgot the fundamental Lenin-

ist

teaching that the unity of the
people of diflerent nationalities, communities, etc., can be achieved only

nationalities in India was fundamentally sound. We were quite correct

by the proletariat by bringing the
toiling and common people of both

when we nailed down the Congress
opposition to self-determination of

together in the common fight against
imperialism and reaction, only by
simultaneously exposing the demand
of the dominating and separatist
bourgeoisie, only by firmly standing
for the right of self-determination of
nationalities which could be really
implemented by the people in the
context of the achievement of democratic revolution.
It was these two reformist deviations of the war period, namely, the
underestimation of the role of imperialism and the trailing behind the
bourgeois leaderships and the faith
in their anti-fascist and anti-imperialist bonafides which were the root
cause of the serious reformist deviations which we committed in the

nationalities and we correctly exposed

and fought the Congress leadelship
for its refusal to take its stand on
that principle in order to build a
joint front against imperialism.
But we did not ask the bourgeoislandlord Ieadership of the Muslim
League as to where it stood in relation to the struggle of the masses

agar
we
self-

ntrary,

ple of

which
helped the separatist demand of the
Muslim League for Pakistan.
This serious deviation arose mainly
because

in

ing behind

those days we were traii-

of both the
and had ill
the Hindus

postwar period.
The result was that when the war
cnded we were not quick enough to
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the new rising postwar revolutionary upsurge, nor did we see the
see

changed correlation of forces in which

imperialism, menaced by the rising
revolutionary tide, began to seek a

new social basis in the colonies,
namely, the collaborationist bourgeoisie, in order to perpetuate its
domination over the colonial people.
Instead there was a tendency to
fall a prey to reformist theories about
peaceful development toward independence and socialism and to abjure struggle.
Our ranks began instinctively to
lead the upsurge from about the end
of ry45, but it was only in July.
August, 1946, that the Central Committee was able to see the existence
of the revolutionary upsurge' and
work out the main slogans of developing the partial struggles for the
achievement of the democratic revolution and for the seizure of power
by the people.
The Central Committee resolution
of August, 1946, was a great turning
point. It gave the line clear to our
ranks to lead the great strike battles
on the railways and in the textiles, to
head the great struggles of the peasants for Tebhaga in Bengal and similar struggles in U.P. and Bihar which
enabled our comrades to unleash
revolutionary struggles against the
feudal autocracy in Travancore and
against the autocracy of the Nizam
in Hyderabad.
Though the August

Resolution
gave our Party a correct line to head
the struggles, there were many comrades who thought that

it

vvas a

Left-
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sectarian resolution. It is from this
time that there came into existence
two trends inside the Central Com_
mittee, There was a trend inside the
Central Committee which thought
that the August Resolution was LEft-
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The formulation that the Interim

quets to the bourgeois leaders like
Gandhi and Nehru in the name of

compromise and surrender was
thrown overboard. A sharp criticism
of the Congress Ministries which
were sLlppressing the workers, and
sectarian. In reality the fault o[ the peasants' struggles as agents
of vested
August Resolution was rhat it suf- interests was condemned as
incorfered from a Right-reformisr devia- rect. They were to be given
a clean
tionl for, though the August Reso- alibi. while gnly the bureaucracy
lution gave a clear call for heading which was in fact doing their bidding
the struggles, though it spoke of thI was to be attacked.
compromising policies of the ConThe great struggles of the working
.
gr-ess and League ieaderships, it still class
of Travancore which culmileft plenty of room for^ iilusions nated in the heroic resisrance
of Vaabout the oppositional role of the na- yalar and Punnapra
battles, the
tional bourgeois leadership.
dogged struggle of the textile workIts real failing was rhar it failed to ers of Coimbatore in the teeth
of
characterize sharply the collabora- murderous goonda attacks, the
regeois leader- volt of the Warlis, all these were
.and League dubbed as vanguardist actions that
provoked Ministerial and police
':i.'nfiTil had
repression and, therefore, were to be
Governmenr, in which both the Con- discouraged.
gress and the League leaders were
There was a tendency to line up
participating.
behind the hypocritical bourgeoii
After August, 1946, came the slogan of national reconstructio;and
bloody riots in Calcurra, Noakhali
and Bihar. Toward the end of the
year came the repression of the Communist Party in the South; about roo
leading Communists were jailed was even a tendency to think in
without trial.
terms of agreeing to the treacherous
The imperiali
slogan of industrial truce.
h.ad opened its
In the face of the riots ot ry46 and.
rlsrng upsurge.
there was a tendency to line up
offensive, those in the Central Com- !947
behind Gandhi and Nehru instead oi
mittee who had originally opposed exposing their policy which was itthe August Resoluti-on ,i Liit-r..- self playing into the hands of the
tarian began now to resile back and imperialist-feudal riot-mongers and
turn toward a Right-reformist re- often even directly inciting riots.
pudiation of the Resolution.
There was a servile throwing"of bou-

fighting communal reac[ion.
Such was the backsliding and retreat noticeab.le within the ranks of
the Centrai Committee which came
in the face of the olTensive of reaction, namely, communal riots and

Government was

a Government of

repression.

It

by Comrade

I

the reformist t

Committee.

For a time even

the

others who had initiated the line of
the August Resolution vacillated and
thus it was that the resolution on the
Mountbatten Award of June, 1947,
was passed unanimously by the Cen-

tral Committee.
For a time nobody saw the enormity of the reformist deviation involved

in that Resolution. To

cover up the
revolution, to
screen the treacherous deal it had
struck with imperialism, the bourgeois leadership raised the hope of
"freedom won" through huge celebrations throughout the country.
We were ourselves taken in by this.
When the ghastly post-partition riots
began in the Punjab and Delhi, we
did not see them as rhe inevitable
nemesis of the treacherous policy of
collaboration with imperialism and
its feudal allies which the Congress
leadership itself was pursuing. Instead of exposing that policy, we
lined up behind Gandhi and Nehru
and became supporters of the Nehru
Government. We built up a theory

greatest betrayal

of

of diflerences between Sardar Patel
on the one hand and Nehru and
Gandhi on the other to justify our
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uncritical support to Nehru ,and
Gandhi who in fact were pursuing
the same policy as Sardar Patel.

We forgot the simple rruth

rhat

the riot ofiensive of imperialism and
its reactionary allies could not be defeated by lining up behind Gandhi
and Nehru and by glorifying their
alleged "fight" against communal reaction, but only by defeating the collaborationist policy of the entire bourgeois leadership and the Government.

Flowever, in the months after August 15, the majority of the Central
Committee out of their own experience soon began to discover how far
they had strayed from the correct
revolutionary line which they had
themselves begun to shape since
August, 1946.
In the meeting of the Central
Committee which was held in December, 1947, the majority of the
Committee took a firm stand and
adopted the statement of policy and
the document for the Party Congress
on the basis of which the present
draft political thesis was framed.
Cornrade ]oshi, who accepted the
statement of policy, had not yet made

a complete turn and did not vote in
the meeting for the document.

Summing up his report on selfcriticism, Comrade Ranadive said:
Today, Comrade |oshi unreservedly
accepts

will

the political thesis, though

he

certainly have to struggle very
much to make a complete turn. For
a time there was a serious situation
inside our Party. Reformism had invaded our ranks.

It

would be wrong to think that all

mistakcs were made by the Central
Committee and the .Political Bureau
alone. There is no doubt that theirs

was the main responsibility. But all

including the delegates assembled here

will have to turn the light inwards and
self-critically examine iheir own mistakes and their experience of the
struggles.

It is only through
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such Bolshevik

self-criticism that u'e can, at this Con-

Comrade Ranadive's reporr which
he took nearly 4/z hovs- to deliver,
was listened to in the midst of pin-

drop silence. In the course of-his
speech he had not only criticized
Comrade Joshi, but had also nailed
the reformist deviations of eyery
other Political Bureau and Centril

Committee member including himself.

Next to speak after

Comrade

ELECTION OF THE NEW
CENTRAL COMMITTEE*

On the concluding day of the Congress, the out-going Central Committee placed a panel of the new Central

Committee before the Congress for

adoption. It was an enlarged Central
Committee which, while it included
the majority of the old Central Committee members, also included nearly
an equal number of new Central
Committee members drawn from the
main leaders of the mass struggles
on different fronts from several Provinces. It was a Central Committee

rruly representative of the great mass
struggles that the Party was leading

or1 the various fronrs throughout
India.

There was a keen discussion from
among the delegates on this panel.
The delegates wanted to be assured

that the new Central C-ommittee
would have a firm majority of such
comrades who had fought for the
new revolutionary line and who
would ensure its correct execution in
the future. The proposed Central
Committee panel also included the
of Comrade ]oshi.
In the course of the

er and organizer of the Right-reform.,
ist deviatioqs inside the Party and

name

he was the last among the Central
Committee members to accept the
political line of the thesis. He merci-

various amendments were moved to
the panel and six more nominations

lessly criticized his ow,n mistakes and
traced its ideological roots to the re-

panel was then put to vote

pudiation of Marxism and Leninism.

He was overrvhelmed with emotion
as he made these points in the course
of his one-hour speech.

discussion,

were put up. The whole enlarged

in

order
the
Central Committee as decided by the

to elect the fixed number for
Congress.

In the course of this polling the

r Se fmtnote a ptgc

47O.

entire panel proposed by the Central
Committee, excepting the name of
Comrade ]oshi, was passed. Though
Comrade Joshi had accepted the po-
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to accept the new line and had resisted it more strongly than anyone

the various countries specially to attend the Congress.
The Second Congress of the Communist Party of India thus marks a
great turning point in the history of
our Party. It displayed a magnifi.cent
and united initiative of the rank and
file delegates and the leadership of
the Party in evolving a revolutionary
line, policy, and tactics in a period
of revolutionary crisis in India.
It has made a decisive break with
the reformist deviation of Party policy which continued for five years or

else.

more.

litical thesis and expressed his acit as well as of the report

ceptance of

on self-criticism before the Congress,
the voting showed that the Congress
was of the opinion that he should
not be in the new Central Committee because he had been the last of
the old Central Committee members

Immediately after the election of

As a result of this Congress the

Committee met during the Congress
itself and unanimously elected Comrade B. T. Ranadive as General Secretary of the Party. Comrade Ranadive's election was then announced
to the Congress and greeted with

Party emerges solidly united behind
the new revolutionary line and behind the new leadership, ready to
go into action with firm faith in
Marxism-Leninism and full confidence in the revolutionary spirit of
the masses.

the new Central Committee, the

loud applause.
The election of a Control Commission of three comrades, which
will be responsible for dealing with
all appeals oyer questions of discipline, and the adoption of the reports
of the Credential Commission and
the Auditing Commission (which
approved the finances of the Party)
were then carried unanimously.
The entire Party Congress was
keenly followed by a strong fraternal delegation which had come from
the brother Communist Parties of

The Party Congress has handled
firmness and collective
wisdom a serious inner-Party crisis.

with great

And that this

serious inner-Party

crisis was solved

with such firmness,

discipline and united determination

did honor to the entire rank and
file delegates and leadership of the
Party, to their loyalty to the principles

of Marxism and Leninism, to

their loyalty to the principles of the
Communist Party organization and
to the cause of the proletarian revo.
lution.

FROM THE TREASURY OF MARXISM
human race

Fffi&M TIEE TREA$URY {}F MARXI$M

ow
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r their services

and sacrifices in
ranks the heroic

includes

in

its

ruptible patriot

Lelewell, must
of all nations.
For ourselves, we accept your proffered alliance with feelings of unspeakabre
pleasure.

'" . . TO THE VERITABLE PEOPLE, THE PROLETARIANS . .

our

to
England
of that great body o
reformers of all other

countries. In

tion of r

f

polidcal

for more than two years. Taking for our motto

"All
we have laboured

(o"
society

society has existed

.''

men are Brethren,"

o all
part

ieal
and

from the l)emocratic Association in
dent, "the learned Dr. Charles Marx.'
tember, r847 was likewise of an inrer
Democrats wirh the political emigran
reply by the Fraternal Democrati to
ciation. First printed in the chartist organ, The Nortltern star, December
u, 1847, the letter was reproduced (in the origi,al English) i, the MarxEngels
(collected works of Marx and Engeli, Marx-Engels_Gesamtau-sgabe
Lenin Institute, Moscow-Leningrad, 1933, First Section, Vol,r-e I, pp.-62436).

- It is especially fitting on this May Day occasion to present anew this early
document associated with Karl Marx, which belongs to the heritage of proletarian internationalism, demcrcracy, and the fraternity of nations--Ed:)
"The Fraternal Democrats" assembling in London to "The Democratic
Association lor promoting the lraternity of all nations," assembling in
Brussels.

Brother
was receive
holden on
fated, Polish Insurrection

of

of date the z6th of November, t847,
members and friends of this society,
morarion of the glorious, though ill-

Your delegate, Dr. Marx, will inform you of the arrangements we have
entered into with him to render effective the union of the trvo associations.

r83o.

Your delegate, our esteemed friend and brother, Dr. Marx, will inform
you of the enthusiasm which hailed his appearance, and the reading of your
address. Every eye beamed with d-elight) every voice cried "Welcome," and
every hand was extended with all the warmth of heartfelt fraternity, to
recerve yolrr representatrve.
- The names of your Committee excited the applause
of our members. The
478

rr{E FRATERNTTv oF NATToNS. That the actual power of the state-the power
to make and amend the political and social institurions of society, shill be
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vcsted in
Democrat
people of
other in
ereignty
formers

ople, is demanded
of the name, ackn
are the same,

of all lands. All
e interests of the

and

should aid

s for justice. These two principles-Popular

Sou-

'we are aware that t,:", lili:Tlf,uour"people,
the proletarians, the men
whose sweat and blood are poured out daily under the slavery imposed upon
them by the present system of society, we are aware that it is to these we
must look for the establishment of universal brotherhood. It is the interest
of landlords and money-lords to keep the nations divided; but it is the
interest of the Proletarians, everywhere oppressed by the same kind of taskefrauded of the fruits of their industry by the same description
it is their interesr ro unite. And they will unite. From the
il, and the plough, from the hut, the garret, and the cellar,
will come forth, are even now coming forth, the apostles of fraternity, and
the destined saviours of humanity.
Hurrah for Democracy! Hurrah for the Fraternity of Nations:
Signed by the secretaries and members of the committeee
Geo. Julian

Harney

)
)
)

Great Britain,

)
)
)

France,

Schapper
Joseph Moll

)

Germany,

Louis Oborski, Poland,

)
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